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Page	181221_5.book	Page	i	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMC-Series	DisplayReference	ManualDocument	number:	81221_5Date:	August	2007Page	2Printed	ManualsWould	you	prefer	a	printed	version	of	this	document?Full	documentation	for	your	product	is	always	provided	as	afree	download	on	the	Raymarine	website,	but	some
customersprefer	manuals	in	a	printed	format.Raymarine	provides	a	Print	Shop	service	which	enables	youto	purchase	a	printed	manual	(paperback	book),	delivered	toyour	door.www.raymarine.com/printshopPage	381221_5.book	Page	ii	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMC-Series	Reference	ManualTrademarks	and	registered	trademarksAutohelm,
HSB,	Raymarine,	RayTech	Navigator,	Sail	Pilot,	SeaTalk	and	Sportpilot	are	registeredtrademarks	of	Raymarine	Limited.	Apelco	is	a	registered	trademark	of	Raymarine	Holdings	Limited(registered	in	all	major	marketing	territories).AST,	Autoadapt,	Auto	GST,	Autoseastate,	Autotrim,	Bidata,	Marine	Intelligence,	Maxiview,	On	Board,Raychart,	Raynav,
Raypilot,	Raystar,	ST40,	ST60,	Seaclutter,	Smart	Route,	Tridata	and	WaypointNavigation	are	trademarks	of	Raymarine	Limited.Navionics	is	a	registered	trademark	of	Navionics	Company,	Italy.All	other	product	names	are	trademarks	or	registered	trademarks	of	their	respective	owners.Software	in	this	product	is	based	in	part	on	the	work	of	the
Independent	JPEG	Group.Contents	of	this	handbook	©Raymarine	UK	2006.Page	4Page	581221_5.book	Page	i	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMImportant	informationiImportant	InformationIntended	useThe	display	units	detailed	in	this	handbook	may	form	part	of	marine	navigational	radarsystem	or	GPS	system	intended	for	use	on	(non-
IMO/SOLAS	class)	leisure	vessels	orsmall	workboats.This	handbook	contains	important	information	on	the	operation	and	maintenance	ofyour	C-Series	Display.	To	get	the	best	results	in	operation	and	performance,	please	takethe	time	to	read	this	handbook	thoroughly.For	full	details	of	installation	and	system	integration,	please	refer	to	the	C-
SeriesInstallation	Guide	supplied	with	the	display.Safety	noticesWARNING:Navigation	AidThis	device	is	intended	to	be	used	as	an	aid	to	navigation.	Itsaccuracy	can	be	affected	by	many	factors,	including	equipmentfailure	or	defects,	environmental	conditions	and	incorrecthandling	or	use.	It	is	the	user’s	responsibility	to	exercise	commonprudence	and
navigational	judgement.	This	device	should	not	berelied	upon	as	a	substitute	for	such	prudence	and	judgement.WARNING:Product	installationThis	equipment	must	be	installed	in	accordance	with	theinstructions	in	the	C-Series	System	Installation	Guide.	Failure	to	doso	could	result	in	poor	product	performance,	personal	injury	and/or	damage	to	the
vessel.WARNING:High	voltageThe	display	unit	and	scanner	unit	contain	high	voltages.Adjustments	require	specialized	service	procedures	and	tools	onlyavailable	to	qualified	service	technicians	-	there	are	no	userserviceable	parts	or	adjustments.	The	operator	should	neverremove	the	display	unit	cover	or	attempt	to	service
theequipment.WARNING:Electromagnetic	energyThe	radar	scanner	transmits	electromagnetic	energy.	Ensure	thatthe	scanner	has	been	installed	according	to	the	recommendationsgiven	in	the	relevant	scanner	handbook.	Avoid	looking	directly	atthe	antenna.Page	681221_5.book	Page	ii	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMiiC-Series	Display
Reference	ManualWARNING:Fishfinder	sounder	moduleRemoving	the	transducer	cable	from	the	rear	of	the	fishfindersounder	module	whilst	it	is	switched	on	can	cause	sparks.	Onlyremove	the	transducer	cable	after	power	has	been	switched	off.Ensure	that	the	sounder	module	is	mounted	where	it	is	wellventilated	and	in	an	area	free	from	flammable
vapors.CAUTION:	Water	IngressTo	prevent	the	ingress	of	water	and	consequent	damage	to	the	display,ensure	that	the	chart	card	door	is	firmly	closed.	This	can	be	confirmed	by	anaudible	click.CAUTION:	CompactFlash	Cards•	Removing	the	CompactFlash	card	whilst	information	is	being	written	toor	read	from	it	may	cause	damage	to	the	card	and
loss	of	all	data.	Use	theproper	procedure	detailed	on	page	18	to	remove	the	card.•	Do	not	save	data	(waypoints,	routes	etc.)	to	a	Navionics	card	as	the	chartsmay	be	overwritten.	When	archiving	use	a	different	CompactFlash	card.•	DO	NOT	use	a	metallic	instrument	such	as	a	screwdriver	or	pliers	to	helpyou	remove	a	card,	as	doing	this	can	cause
irreparable	damage.CAUTION:	Global	Positioning	System	AntennaDo	not	connect	or	disconnect	the	GPS	antenna	from	the	display	unit	whilstpower	is	switched	on.	Doing	this	may	result	in	irreparable	damage.CAUTION:	UV	LightTo	provide	protection	against	the	damaging	effects	of	UV	light,	it	is	advisableto	replace	the	sun	cover	provided	when	the
display	is	not	in	use.CAUTION:	Cleaning	the	displayTake	care	when	cleaning	the	display,	to	avoid	damaging	it:(1)	Do	NOT	wipe	the	display	screen	with	a	dry	cloth,	as	this	could	scratchthe	screen	coating.(2)	Do	NOT	use	acid,	ammonia	based	or	abrasive	products.DisclaimersElectronic	charts	are	an	aid	to	navigation	designed	to	facilitate	the	use	of
authorizedgovernment	charts,	not	to	replace	them.	Only	official	government	charts	and	notices	tomariners	contain	the	current	information	needed	for	safe	navigation.	The	Captain	isresponsible	for	their	prudent	use.	The	C-Series	and	its	charts	do	not	therefore	excludethe	user	from	carrying	the	required	official	charts	and	documents.Raymarine	does
not	warrant	that	this	product	is	error-free	or	that	it	is	compatible	withproducts	manufactured	by	any	person	or	entity	other	than	Raymarine.This	product	uses	digital	chart	data,	and	electronic	information	from	the	GlobalPositioning	System	(GPS)	which	may	contain	errors.	Raymarine	does	not	warrant	theaccuracy	of	such	information	and	you	are
advised	that	errors	in	such	information	maycause	the	product	to	malfunction.	Raymarine	is	not	responsible	for	damages	or	injuriescaused	by	your	use	or	inability	to	use	the	product,	by	the	interaction	of	the	product	withPage	781221_5.book	Page	iii	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMImportant	informationiiiproducts	manufactured	by	others,	or	by
errors	in	chart	data	or	information	utilized	bythe	product	and	supplied	by	third	parties.About	this	manualThis	manual	describes	how	to	operate	your	C-Series	display	in	conjunction	withNavionics	cartography.	It	assumes	that	all	peripheral	equipment	to	be	operated	with	itis	compatible	and	has	been	correctly	installed.This	manual	is	intended	for	users
of	varying	marine	abilities,	but	assumes	a	generallevel	of	knowledge	of	display	use,	nautical	terminology	and	practices.Technical	accuracyTo	the	best	of	our	knowledge,	the	technical	information	contained	within	thishandbook,	was	correct	at	the	time	of	printing.	However,	Raymarine	cannot	acceptliability	for	any	inaccuracies	or	omissions	it	may
contain.In	addition,	Raymarine’s	policy	of	continuous	product	improvement	may	changespecifications	without	notice.	As	a	result	Raymarine	cannot	accept	liability	for	anydifferences	between	the	product	and	this	handbook.Raymarine	does	not	support	after-sales	or	technical	support	for	Navionics	chart	cards.If	you	wish	to	file	a	report	of	an	error	or
omission	on	a	Navionics	chart,	please	providethe	information	to	the	Navionics	web	site	at	the	link	below:	does	not	necessarily	support	all	the	features	in	particular	Navionicscartography.EMC	conformanceAll	Raymarine	equipment	and	accessories	are	designed	to	the	best	industry	standardsfor	use	in	the	recreational	marine	environment.	Their	design
and	manufactureconforms	to	the	appropriate	Electromagnetic	Compatibility	(EMC)	standards,	butcorrect	installation	is	required	to	ensure	that	performance	is	not	compromised.Multi-media	chart	cardsTo	use	your	C-Series	Display	as	a	navigation	aid,	charts	with	the	appropriate	level	ofdetail	for	the	geographic	area	you	wish	to	navigate	are	required.
The	charts	areavailable	in	electronic	format	on	Navionics	Chart	cards.To	check	the	current	availability	of	Navionics®	chart	card	types	and	the	latest	featuresets,	visit	www.navionics.com	or	www.navionics.it.To	obtain	Navionics	cards,	contact	your	local	dealer	or	visit	the	Navionics	web	site.Page	881221_5.book	Page	iv	Thursday,	October	11,	2007
12:47	PMivC-Series	Display	Reference	ManualAlternatively,	anywhere	in	North	America	call	Navionics	toll-free	on	1-800-848-5896Outside	of	North	America,	contact	your	local	dealer	or	Navionics	SpA	on:Phone:	(+39)	0584	961696	or	Fax:	(+39)	0584	961309)When	archiving	data,	Raymarine	recommends	that	you	only	use	SanDisk	CF	memorycards.
Other	brands	of	CF	memory	card	may	not	work	in	your	C-Series	Display.DisposalWaste	Electrical	and	Electronic	Equipment	(WEEE)	DirectiveThe	WEEE	Directive	requires	the	recycling	of	waste	electrical	and	electronicequipment.	Whilst	the	WEEE	Directive	does	not	apply	to	some	of	Raymarine’sproducts,	we	support	its	requirements	as	part	of	our
environmental	policy	andwe	ask	you	to	be	aware	of	how	you	should	dispose	of	this	product.The	crossed-out	wheelie	bin	symbol	found	on	our	products	signifies	that	it	should	notbe	disposed	of	in	general	waste	or	landfill.Please	contact	your	local	dealer,	national	distributor	or	Raymarine	Technical	Servicesfor	information	on	product	disposal.Page
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will	my	C-Series	integrate	with?AutopilotInstrumentsAIS	receiverGPSRadar	scannerC-Series	displayPAGEACTIVEWPTSMOBDATAMENUOUTRANGEINRemote	keyboardOKDSC	VHFCANCEL11.18.02RAY240OKMENUCH16/9HI/LOWXSCANWATCHD9001_1SQFishfinder	DSM	250Navtex	receiverWhen	used	as	part	of	a	SeaTalk	system	it	will	display
information	from	other	SeaTalkand	NMEA	instruments.	Information	from	the	C-Series	display	can	be	transferredbetween	applications	and	to	other	SeaTalk	instruments	within	the	system.	For	moredetail	on	system	integration,	please	refer	to	the	Installation	Guide.Page	1881221_5.book	Page	2	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM2C-Series	Display
Reference	Manual1.2	What	can	the	C-Series	Display	do?With	the	appropriate	equipment	connected	to	your	system	and	the	necessary	dataavailable,	your	C-Series	display	combines	the	following	applications	which	are	used	to:0.5nmNorth-Up(Relative	Motion)LocalLocate	where	you	are.Interpret	your	surroundings.Monitor	where	you	are	going.Record
where	you	have	been.Navigate	to	a	specified	position	(waypoint).Build	and	navigate	routes.View	details	of	nearby	features	&	services.View	details	of	boats	equipped	with	AIS.Distinguish	between	fixed	and	moving	objects.Measure	distances	and	bearings.D7363_2Chart	(Chapter	4)You	will	need	a	chart	card,	and	position/heading	data,	for	the	chart
application	to	befully	functional.Fishfinder	(Chapter	5)200kHz:AutoRange:Build	a	picture	of	what	is	below	your	vessel.AutoLocate	&	distinguish	underwater	objects	&	targets.Distinguish	the	seabed	and	its	texture.Obtain	information	about	water	depth,	temperature.Mark	a	point	of	interest,	fishing	spot	etc.ZOOM…BOTTOM	LOCK…A-SCOPE…D7377-
1Determine	depths	and	distances	of	targets.TRANSDUCERSETTINGS…PRESENTATION…You	will	need	position	data,	in	addition	to	a	DSM250,	for	your	fishfinder	to	be	fullyfunctional.Radar	(Chapter	6)6nmNorth-Up(Relative	Motion)Rings	1nmDetect	landmasses	&	navigation	markers.Detect	and	measure	the	range	and	distance	of
othervessels.Acquire	targets	and	track	them	for	collision	avoidance.Navigate	to	a	specified	position	(waypoint).TARGETTRACKING...GAIN...TARGETSDISPLAY...PRESENTATION...D7375-2View	details	of	boats	equipped	with	AIS.VRM/EBL...You	will	need	position	and	heading	data,	in	addition	to	a	compatible	scanner,	for	yourradar	application	to	be
fully	functional.Page	1981221_5.book	Page	3	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	1:	Overview3Data	(Chapter	7)D7376-1View	data	generated	by	the	system	or	by	instrumentsavailable	on	NMEA	0183,	NMEA	2000	and	SeaTalk	orSeaTalk2.Course	Deviation	Indicator	(Chapter	8)3nmNorth-UpRelative	MotionLocalView	real-time	display	of	your
vessel	on	a	'rollingroad'	in	3D	perspective.Give	details	of	any	correction	required	to	steer	yourvessel	along	a	given	course.D7379-1View	data	about	the	distance	and	time	to	go	untilyou	reach	a	specified	point.You	will	need	accurate	heading	and	position	data	for	your	CDI	application	to	be	fullyfunctional.Engine	Monitor	(Chapter	9)TD7497-1View
engine	data	e.g.	engine	temperature,	oil	pressure,fuel	level	etc	from	up	to	three	engines	on	a	compatibleengine	system.Navtex	(Chapter	10)Major	areas	of	NAVTEX	coverage	include	the	Mediterranean	Sea,	the	North	Sea,coastal	areas	around	Japan	and	areas	around	the	North	American	continent.Automatic	broadcast	of	localised	Maritime
SafetyInformation	(MSI)Receive	navigational	and	meteorological	warnings,	andsearch	and	rescue	information.D8728-1DraftYou	will	need	a	Navtex	receiver	connected	to	your	system	via	NMEA,	in	order	to	receivethis	data.Page	2081221_5.book	Page	4	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM4C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualWaypoints	(Chapter	3)	&
AIS	(Chapter	11)Whilst	not	applications	in	their	own	right,	waypoints	and	AIS	are	handled	at	systemlevel	and	are	covered	in	separate	chapters.1.3	The	SimulatorThe	C-Series	Display	includes	a	simulator	mode,	which	allows	you	to	practiceoperating	your	display	without	data	from	a	GPS	antenna,	radar	scanner,	fishfinder	orAIS	receiver.	The	simulator
mode	is	switched	on/off	in	the	System	Setup	Menu	(seepage	183).	Once	enabled,	you	can	use	the	simulator:•	Before	installation	-	Simply	connect	the	display	to	a	12V	DC	power	supply,fused	at	1	amp	by	attaching	the	red	core	from	the	power	lead	to	positive	(+)	andthe	black	core	to	negative	(-).•	After	installation	-	Whilst	in	a	marina	or	at
anchor.Please	note	that	system	settings	made	whilst	in	simulator	mode,	are	not	transmittedvia	SeaTalk	to	other	equipment.Important:	Incoming	AIS	safety	messages	cannot	be	displayed	while	the	simulator	isswitched	on.Page	2181221_5.book	Page	5	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation5Chapter	2:	General
Operation2.1	IntroductionThis	chapter	gives	details	of	the	general	operation	of	the	C-Series	display,	and	coversthe	following	subjects:•	Powering	the	display	on/off.•	Using	the	controls.•	Application	display.•	Displaying	and	editing	additional	information.•	Adjusting	the	display	lighting.•	Initial	setup	procedures.•	Using	CompactFlash	cards.•
Managing	data.•	Emergencies	and	warnings.2.2	Powering	the	display	ON/OFFPower	OND6577-1Press	the	POWER	button	until	the	introductory	logo	is	displayed.	The	keyslight	up	and	after	a	few	seconds	an	application	page	and	a	navigationwarning	is	displayed.	Read	this	information	and	then	press	OK	to	remove	it.At	this	time	the	radar	scanner	(if
fitted	and	powered)	is	checked	for	compatibility	withthe	display.	An	error	message	is	displayed	if	the	scanner	is	incompatible.Power	OFFPress	and	hold	the	POWER	button	until	the	power	down	count	reacheszero.	If	the	POWER	button	is	released	within	the	countdown	period,	poweroff	is	cancelled.Remember	to	replace	the	suncover	to	protect	the
display.Page	2281221_5.book	Page	6	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM6C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual2.3	Using	the	controlsThe	control	panelACTIVEWhen	multiple	windows	are	open:-	Press	to	select	required	window.-	Press	and	hold	to	maximise	currentwindow.-	Press	again	to	return	to	multiplewindows.PAGEPress	to	scroll	through
availablepages.Press	and	hold	to	select	differentpage	set	or	customise	your	ownlayout.PAGEACTIVEWPTS/MOBDATAMENUOUTRANGEINOKSoftkeysPress	to	select	the	corresponding	function	identifiedby	the	on-screen	labelPowerPress	once	to	turn	ON.Press	again	to	accessbacklight	functions	andscanner	controls.Press	and	hold	to	turn	thedisplay
OFF.CANCELWPTS/MOBPress	to	display	the	waypointsoft	keys.Press	again	to	place	waypoint	atyour	boat's	position.Press	and	hold	to	place	aMan	Overboard	(MOB)marker	at	your	current	position.Press	and	hold	again	to	exitMENUPress	to	access	the	set	upmenus.Press	and	hold	to	access	helpinformation.Rotary	controlUse	to	edit	alpha-
numericvalues,	and	scroll	through	lists.Turn	clockwise	to	increasevalue	and	counter-clockwise	todecrease	value.Press	to	move	the	cursor	to	thenext	character	when	editingtext.Use	to	edit	symbology	(VRM/EBL	etc).TrackpadUsed	to	control	the	on-screencursor	and	to	scroll	throughmenu	items.Press	the	corresponding	edgeof	the	trackpad	to	move
thecursor	horizontally,	vertically	ordiagonally.Press	and	hold	to	move	rapidlyover	larger	distances.RANGEPress	to	change	the	displayscale	so	that	a	smaller	orlarger	area	can	be	seen	onthe	screen.CANCELPress	to	cancel	the	selectedon-screen	option	when	editingdata;	also	used	to	return	tothe	previous	soft	key	set	ormenu.Chart	Card	slotOpen	the
cover	to	installCompactFlash	cards.OKPress	to	select	an	on-screenoption,	or	return	to	theprevious	soft	key	set	or	menu.D7517_1DATAPress	to	accessruler,	chart	vectors,archive	&	transferand	data	baron/off	functions.Page	2381221_5.book	Page	7	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation7Buttons	and	soft	keysTo	navigate	to
the	required	function	you	will	need	to	press	a	series	of	buttons	and/orsoft	keys:PAGEButtonsAccess	system	functions	or	change	what	you	see	on-screen.Within	the	text	of	this	document	they	are	written	in	bold	capitalse.g.	WPTS/MOB.Press	and	hold	to	access	short	cuts.ACTIVEWPTSMOBDATAMENUSoft	keysWAYPOINT	ATCURSORERASE
WAYPOINTWAYPOINT	ATVESSELSORT	LISTWAYPOINT	ATLAT/LONG...SET	DEFAULT	SYM&	GROUP...SET	UP	DEFAULTSYMB	GROUPGO	TO	WAYPOINTOPTIONS…WAYPOINTGROUPS...REVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTSVIEW	AND	EDITDETAILS…EDIT	DEFAULTExample:The	example	above	shows	the	series	of	button	and	soft	key	pressesrequired
to	change	the	waypoint	default	symbol	or	group.D7364-2They	change	depending	onapplication	or	functionbeing	performed.Press	the	corresponding	key(below	the	screen)	to	select.Further	soft	keys	may	bedisplayed.If	a	key	has	several	options,each	press	will	highlight	thenext	option.If	a	key	displays	a	singlevalue	or	a	slider	above,	usethe	rotary
control	to	adjust.Within	the	text	of	thisdocument	they	are	writtenin	capitals	e.g.	SORT	LIST.WPTSMOBREVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTS	...SET	DEFAULT	SYM&	GROUP...SET	UP	DEFAULTSYMB	GROUPNote:	The	key	beep	that	you	hear	whenever	a	button	or	soft	key	is	pressed,	can	beswitched	off	and	the	soft	keys	automatically	hidden	if	required.	For
more	details,please	refer	to	the	Display	Setup	Menu	on	page	191.D7365-2This	process	of	pressing	buttons	and	soft	keys	to	navigate	to	the	required	function	issimplified	in	this	manual	and	represented	by	a	strip	e.g.Page	2481221_5.book	Page	8	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM8C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualThe	cursorWhen	you	are	using
the	chart	and	radar	applications,	the	cursor	is	used	to	movearound	the	screen:D7366_3The	cursor	appears	on	the	screen	as	a	white	cross.WPTD7369-2D7368_2If	the	cursor	has	not	been	moved	for	a	short	period	of	time,	it	changes	toa	circle	with	a	cross	in	it,	to	make	it	easier	to	locate	on	the	screen.The	cursor	is	context-sensitive	-	when	it	is	placed
over	an	object	e.g.	awaypoint	or	chart	feature,	it	changes	color	and	a	label	or	informationassociated	with	the	object	is	displayed.	When	you	place	the	cursor	overcertain	items,	the	soft	keys	change	to	enable	you	to	access	relatedoperations.Notes:	(1)	For	a	full	list	of	cursor	labels	and	their	meanings,	please	seepage	211(2)	For	details	of	how	to
temporarily	hide	the	cursor,	please	seepage	191.2.4	Displaying	applicationsThe	various	applications	that	make	up	your	C-Series	system	are	displayed	in	a	series	ofscreens	known	as	page	sets.	There	are	4	pre-configured	and	one	empty	page	set	tochoose	from.	Each	page	set	contains	5	pages.	These	pages	are	made	up	of	1,	2,	3	or	4windows	combined
in	various	formats.	Each	window	can	display	an	application	e.g.ChartPage(consists	of	1,	2,3	or	4	windows)CDIFishfinderEnginemonitor	RadarDataWindowIf	necessary,	you	can	change	the	combination	and	layout	of	these	page	sets	to	meetyour	particular	needs	(see	page	177).Note:	For	details	of	how	to	select	page	sets,	pages	and	windows,	please
refer	topage	14.D8928_1Page	setPage	2581221_5.book	Page	9	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation92.5	Additional	screen	informationInformation	is	displayed	on	the	screen	using	a	variety	of
methods:StatusStatusbarbarGivesGivesinformationinformationspecificspecifictotoeacheachapplication.application.CannotCannotbebeeditededitedorormoved.moved.3nm3nmHead-UpHead-UpDataData	barbarGivesGives	informationinformation	associatedassociated	withwithyouryour	boatboat	oror	thethe
environment.environment.CustomisableCustomisable	content*content*VerticalVertical	oror	horizontalhorizontal	format*format*DisplayDisplay	oror	hide*.hide*.NormalNormal	oror	largelarge	size*.size*.RelativeRelative	MotionMotionStatusiconsiconsStatusConfirm	statusstatus	ofof	DSM,DSM,ConfirmGPS	andscanner.GPS,AIS	andscanner.Rings
½nm½nmRingsStatus	barGives	information	specific	toeach	application.Cannot	be	edited	or	moved.MARPAALARMMARPA	ALARMD7456_1Target(onscreen)screen)Targetlostlost	(onACKNOWLEDGEACKNOWLEDGEPop-up	messagesmessagesPop-upAlert	youyou	toAlertto	aa	situationsituatione.g.e.g.alarm,functionalarm,	function
notnotavailable.available.Not	editable.editable.NotMay	requirerequire	aa	responseMayresponsee.g.e.g.press	ACKNOWLEDGE	topress	ACKNOWLEDGE	tosilence	alarms.silence	alarms.DialogDialogboxesboxesEnableEnabledatadatatotobebeeditededitedororenteredenteredintointoaastore/liststore/liste.g.editinga	waypoint.e.g.	editinga	waypoint.Menus
(see	next	page)Menus	(see	next	page)Used	to	configure	system	toUsed	to	configure	systemyour	particular	needs.to	your	particular	needs.*	For	details	of	how	to	adjust	and	edit	the	data	bar,	please	see	page	180Note:	To	change	the	size	of	the	text	on	screen,	please	see	page	191.D7456_2DatabasebaselistslistsDataContaininformationinformation
youContainyou	haveaddedto	thetodisplay'smemoryhaveaddedthe	display'se.g.	waypoints.memorye.g.	waypoints.Highlight	anan	entryentry	usingHighlightwithtrackpad	or	rotary	control	totrackpador	rotary	control	todisplay	related	information.display	related	information.Editable	using	soft	keys.Editable	using	soft	keys.Page	2681221_5.book	Page	10
Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM10C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualMenus0MENUMENUD6582-1Menus	enable	you	to	configure	your	system	to	your	particular	needs.Whenever	the	MENU	button	is	pressed,	the	Setup	menu	is	displayedcontaining	a	list	of	all	the	menus	available	for	the	active	applicationtogether	with	system	wide	menus
e.g.SetupMenus	for	the	activeapplicationExternal	equipment/instrumentsGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...AIS	Layer	Status...System-wide	menusSystem	Setup...Alarm	Setup...Display	Setup...Databar	Set...Select	Page	Setup...System	Diagnostics...Remove	CF	CardD7370_2Radar	Setup	...For	details	of	application	menus,	please	refer	to	the	appropriate
chapter.	For	all	othersettings,	please	refer	to	Chapter	12:System	setup	and	customizing.To	access	a	menu:1.	Select	the	appropriate	menu	and	setting:Cartography	Setup	MenuSetupGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...DetailedOnOnONON1.	Highlight	item,	using:1.	Highlight	item,	using:Trackpad	(up/down)orRotary	controlTrackpad	(up/down)orRotary
control2.	Select	item,	using:2.	Select	item,	using:Trackpad	(right)Trackpad	(right)D8500_1MENUChart	DisplayChart	GridChart	TextChart	BoundariesSpot	SoundingsChart	Setup...Cartography	Setup...2.	To	change	the	setting:Cartography	Setup	MenuDetailedOnOnONON66ftALLONHighlight	or	change	value	tonew	setting,	using:Trackpad
(up/down)orRotary	controlOKOFF7ft10ft16ft20ft33ft66ftD8501_1Chart	DisplayChart	GridChart	TextChart	BoundarySpot	SoundingsSafety	ContourDepth	ContourNav.	MarksPage	2781221_5.book	Page	11	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation11Editing	the	dialog	box	informationDialog	boxes	enable	data	to	be	edited	or
entered	into	a	list	e.g.	Edit	Waypoint	screen.To	edit/enter	data	into	a	dialog	box:1.	Select	the	field	for	editing:e.g.SymbolNameWaypoint	1EDIT	NAMEGroup	My	WaypointsCommentD8502-1Highlight	field	to	be	editede.g.	waypoint	name2.	Edit/enter	data	and	save:e.g.SymbolNameWaaypoint	1OKGroup	My	WaypointsComment,To	move	to
nextcharacter	forediting,	use:ororTurnPressD8503-1To	changecharacter	orselection,	use:3.	Repeat	Steps	1	and	2	if	necessary.Notes:	(1)	Character	text	can	be	entered	in	upper	or	lower	case.	(although	thesystem	is	not	case	sensitive	e.g.	WAYPOINT	1,	Waypoint	1are	considered	to	be	the	same	name).(2)	If	you	need	to	use	special	or	accented
characters	(e.g.	~	`	´),	theExtended	Character	Set	should	be	switched	to	ON	in	the	SystemSetup	Menu	(see	page	183).Page	2881221_5.book	Page	12	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM12C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualStatus	iconsThe	status	icons	on	the	data	bar	confirm	whether	the	appropriate	connections	to	yourC-Series	system	have	been
made:Status	iconDescriptionD6892-3The	boat	and	fish	icon	indicates	the	current	status	of	your	fishfinder:Icon	animated	-	connection	to	a	DSM	has	been	successful.Icon	static	-	the	DSM	is	connected	but	not	transmitting.Icon	greyed-out	-	no	DSM	is	connected.(animated	icon)D6893-2The	satellite	icon	indicates	the	current	status	of	your	GPS:FIX	-	your
unit	is	successfully	connected	to	a	GPS	receiver.NO	FIX	-	your	unit	has	been	unable	to	connect	to	a	suitable	GPS	receiver.(static	icon)D6894-2The	scanner	icon	indicates	the	current	status	of	your	radar	scanner:Icon	rotates	-	the	scanner	is	transmitting	(TRANSMIT/TX	mode).Icon	static	-	the	scanner	is	powered	on	but	is	not	currently
transmitting(STANDBY	mode).Icon	greyed	out	-	this	indicates	that	the	scanner	is	currently	poweredoff	(OFF	mode).Icon	rotates	and	is	then	static	-	a	power	save	mode	in	which	thescanner	powers	on/off	intermittently	(TIMED	TRANSMIT	mode).(static	icon)The	AIS	icon	indicates	the	current	status	of	the	AIS	function:AIS	unit	not	available	i.e.	not
connected	or	off.AIS	unit	is	switched	on	and	operating.D8929_1AIS	unit	on	with	active	alarms.oAIS	unit	switched	on	and	operating	but	dangerous	and	lost	alarm	disabled.Note:	These	icons	will	also	appear	when	you	are	in	simulator	mode.Page	2981221_5.book	Page	13	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation132.6	Initial
setup	proceduresWhen	you	first	use	your	C-Series	Display	after	it	has	been	commissioned	(seeInstallation	Guide),	we	recommend	that	you	carry	out	the	following:•	Set	the	language,	the	date	and	time	format	and	preferred	units	of	measurement.•	Select	a	page	set.•	Select	an	application	page/window.•	Adjust	the	display	lighting.Note:	For	full	details
of	all	setup	and	customizing	options,	please	refer	to	Chapter12:System	setup	and	customizing.Setting	the	language,	date/time	format	and	units	of	measurementTo	adjust	the	language,	date/time	format	and	units	of	measurement	to	your	preferredsettings:1.	Select	the	setting:SetupSystem	Setup	MenuPosition	Made	Lat/Lon...MENUSystem
Setup...Alarm	Setup...Date/Time	Setup...Units	Setup...HighlightSystem	SetupSystem	Integration	Setup...Waypoint	Password	Setup...Highlight	requiredsettingEnter	SystemSetupD8504-1Enter	setting2.	Adjust	the	setting:Date/Time	Setup	MenuDate	FormatTime	FormatLocal	Time	Offsetormm/dd/yy12hrUTCmm/dd/yydd/mm/yyOKChange	value
asrequiredD8505-1e.g.3.	Repeat	this	process	until	you	have	changed	all	of	these	settings.Note:	For	full	details	of	all	System	Setup	options,	please	refer	to	Chapter	12:System	setup	and	customizing.	For	application	specific	set	up	options,	please	refer	to	the	appropriate	chapter.Page	3081221_5.book	Page	14	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM14C-
Series	Display	Reference	ManualSelecting	a	page	setYour	Display	has	four	pre-configured	page	sets	and	one	empty	set	for	you	to	choosefrom.PAGEOKHighlight	appropriate	pre-configured	page	setD8511-1Press	&holdNote:	Alternatively,	you	can	access	the	Select	Page	Set	screen	via	MENU.If	none	of	the	pre-configured	page	sets	meet	your	particular
requirements	and/or	youintend	to	use	the	engine	monitor	application,	refer	to	the	Setup	and	Customizingchapter	for	details	of	how	to	customize	both	the	layout	and	the	application	appearingin	each	window.Selecting	an	application	pageOnce	you	have	selected	the	appropriate	page	set	(see	previous	section),	choose	theapplication	page	that	you	wish
to	use:PAGEPress	until	requiredpage	displayedOr:Press	soft	key	ofrequired	pageD8512-1PAGEPage	3181221_5.book	Page	15	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation15Selecting	an	application	windowWhen	the	selected	page	has	more	than	one	window,	the	window	that	is	currentlyactive	will	be	bordered	in	red	e.g.Soft
keysassociated	withactive	windowD8516_1Active	windowhighlightedChanging	the	active	windowTo	change	the	active	highlight	to	other	windows	on	the	page	and	display	theassociated	soft	keys:e.g.ActivewindowActivewindowACTIVED8513-1Press	to	moveactive	windowMultiple	to	single	windowTo	make	the	active	window	full-screen	when	multiple
windows	are	being	displayed:Multiple	windowsPress	andholdSingle	windowD8514-1ACTIVESingle	to	multiple	windowsTo	return	to	multiple	windows:Single	windowMultiple	windowsD8515_1ACTIVEPage	3281221_5.book	Page	16	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM16C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualAdjusting	the	display	lightingThe	display	has
two	distinct	color	palettes,	for	day	and	night	operation.	You	can	alsomanually	adjust	the	backlight	level.Note:	The	display	lighting	is	a	local	setting	and	will	therefore	only	affect	the	individualdisplay	on	which	you	are	working.Day/night	operationTo	select	the	day/night	mode	of	operation:PALETTEDAYNIGHTD6802-3OKToggle	as	requiredThe	display
saves	the	current	palette	when	the	unit	is	powered	off.	If	the	palette	was	setto	NIGHT	when	it	was	last	used,	and	you	then	power	on	in	bright	sunlight,	it	may	bedifficult	to	see	the	screen.	Reset	the	palette	to	DAY	to	return	to	normal	daytimelighting.Backlight	levelTo	adjust	the	backlight	level	when	in	day	or	night	operation	mode:Backlight
LevelChange	the	level	as	requiredD8517_1OKPage	3381221_5.book	Page	17	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation172.7	Using	CompactFlash	cardsCautionsCAUTION:	CompactFlash	Card	InstallationWhen	installing	CompactFlash	cards	ensure	that	the	card	is	fitted	the	correctway	around.	DO	NOT	try	to	force	the	card
into	position	as	this	may	result	inirreparable	damage	to	the	card.CAUTION:	Water	IngressTo	prevent	the	ingress	of	water	and	consequent	damage	to	the	display,ensure	that	the	chart	card	door	is	firmly	closed	at	all	times.	This	can	beconfirmed	by	an	audible	click.CAUTION:	Card	RemovalDO	NOT	use	a	metallic	instrument	such	as	a	screwdriver	or
pliers	to	help	youremove	a	card,	as	doing	this	can	cause	irreparable	damage.CAUTION:	Card	writingCompactFlash	cards	can	be	damaged	if	they	are	removed	from	the	unitduring	either	a	read	or	write	operation.	A	warning	is	displayed	during	writeoperations.	The	unit	is	continually	reading	the	card.	It	is	therefore	essentialthat	before	removing	the
card	you	follow	the	correct	procedure	to	stopaccess	to	the	card.What	are	CompactFlash	cards	used	for?CompactFlash	cards	enable	you	to	get	the	most	from	your	display.	Their	uses	include:•	Detailed	cartographic	informationObtain	detailed	cartographic	information	of	the	area	that	you	navigate	using	Navionics®	chart	cards.	To	check	the	current
availability	of	Navionics	chart	card	types,please	visit	www.navionics.com	or	www.navionics.it.The	amount	of	cartographic	detail	shown	varies	for	different	areas	and	for	different	scales.	The	chart	scale	in	use	is	indicated	in	the	status	bar	-	the	number	represents	the	distance	in	nautical	miles	from	the	top	of	the	chart	window	to	thebottom	of	the	chart
window.•	ArchivingTo	archive	waypoints,	routes	and	tracks.•	SavingTo	save	waypoint,	route	and	track	data	for	use	by	other	equipment	e.g.	a	PC.You	can	remove	and	insert	cards	while	a	chart	is	displayed	provided	that	you	follow	thecorrect	procedure	(see	page	18).	The	chart	information	is	retained	on-screen	until	thechartplotter	redraws	the	screen;
for	example,	when	you	pan	outside	the	current	area,or	use	the	RANGE	button	to	change	the	chart	scale.Page	3481221_5.book	Page	18	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM18C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualInserting	a	cardTo	insert	a	card,	refer	to	the	illustration	and:1.	Check	that	you	are	using	the	correct	type	of	card	(see	Important	Information,
at	thebeginning	of	this	manual).2.	Open	the	chart	card	door,	located	on	the	front	left	of	the	display.3.	Insert	the	card	as	shown,	with	the	lip	of	the	card	facing	inwards.	It	should	positioneasily.	If	it	does	not,	DO	NOT	force	it,	check	the	direction	in	which	the	lip	is	facing.4.	Gently	press	the	card	home.5.	To	prevent	the	ingress	of	water	and	consequent
damage,	close	the	chart	card	doorand	press	firmly	until	a	click	is	heard.NarrowGrooveD7215_2LipRemoving	a	card...with	the	unit	powered	on1.	Select	the	CF	Card	Removal	function:System	Diagnostics...Remove	CF	CardHighlightRemove	CF	CardSelect	RemoveCF	CardCF	Card	RemovalYou	may	now	safely	remove	yourcompact	flash	card.Press	OK	or
CANCEL	when	finished.D8518-1SetupMENUIMPORTANT:If	you	try	to	remove	a	card	without	accessing	the	setup	menu,	a	blue	screen	andwarning	message	is	displayed	and	the	unit	must	be	restarted.You	must	only	remove	the	card	while	the	CF	Card	Removal	message	is	displayed.Once	the	message	is	closed,	the	card	should	no	longer	be	removed.2.
Open	the	chart	card	door.Page	3581221_5.book	Page	19	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation193.	Grip	the	card	and	pull	to	remove	it	from	its	slot.4.	To	prevent	the	ingress	of	water	and	consequent	damage,	close	the	chart	card	doorand	press	firmly	until	a	click	is	heard.5.	Press	OK....with	the	unit	powered	down1.	Open
the	chart	card	door.2.	Grip	the	card	and	pull	to	remove	it	from	its	slot.3.	To	prevent	the	ingress	of	water	and	consequent	damage,	close	the	chart	card	doorand	press	firmly	until	a	click	is	heard.2.8	Managing	dataThis	section	explains	how	you	can	manage	the	data	contained	in	your	C-Series	andincludes	the	following:•	Writing/retrieving	to	a	CF	card.•
Erasing	information	from	a	card.•	Erasing	information	from	your	system.•	Transferring	information	to/from	a	PC.•	Password	protection.Writing/retrieving	data	to	a	CompactFlash	cardYour	display	can	save	up	to	1,000	waypoints,	100	routes	and	10	tracks	in	data	baselists.	Once	this	number	is	reached	you	will	need	to	archive	data	to	a	CompactFlash
cardfor	safe-keeping	or	retrieval	at	a	later	date.	Alternatively,	you	can	transfer	data	toanother	instrument	or	PC	using	NMEA.	When	navigation	is	active,	you	can	also	receivewaypoints,	routes	and	tracks	from	a	PC,	SeaTalk	and	NMEA	instruments	(see	page	22).Saving	information	to	a	cardImportant:Raymarine	strongly	recommend	that	you	save	data
to	a	separate	CompactFlash	cardand	not	to	a	Navionics	card	containing	cartography.1.	Insert	card	and	select	the	SAVE	TO	CARD	function:Insert	cardARCHIVE	ANDTRANSFERSAVE	TO	CARDD8070_1DATAPage	3681221_5.book	Page	20	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM20C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual2.	Select	list	containing	data	for
saving:e.g.ROUTE	LISTToggle	to	requiredlistContents	for	selected	list	displayedD8655_1Route	1Route	2Route	3SELECT	LISTWPT	RTE	TRK3.	Define	data	for	savingTo	save	all	items	in	list	to	card:SAVE	ALLSave	RouteOrTo	save	individual	items:e.g.e.g.ROUTE	LISTSAVE	ROUTEFollow	on-screen	instructionsto	remove	cardRoute	1Route	2Route
3D8520_1Highlight	itemfor	savingRetrieving	information	from	a	card1.	Insert	card	and	select	the	RETRIEVE	FROM	CARD	function:RETRIEVE	FROMCARDARCHIVE	ANDTRANSFERD9094_1DATAInsert	card2.	Select	required	list:SELECT	LISTWPT	RTE	TRKToggle	to	requiredlistROUTE	LISTRoute	1Route	2Route	3Contents	for	selected	list
displayed3.	Define	data	to	be	retrieved:D8655_1e.g.Page	3781221_5.book	Page	21	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation21To	retrieve	all	selected	database	items:RETRIEVE	ALLRetrieve	RouteOrTo	retrieve	individual	items:e.g.Follow	on-screen	instructionsROUTE	LISTRETRIEVE	ROUTERoute	1Route	2Route
3D8656_1Highlight	item	forretrievingIf	whilst	retrieving	information	a	selection	is	already	found	to	exist	on	the	system,	awarning	message	will	appear.	The	soft	keys	will	change	to	give	you	the	options	ofretrieving	as	new,	replacing	or	cancelling	the	retrieving	processErasing	information	from	a	cardIf	you	wish	to	remove	information	from	a	card,	for
example	you	no	longer	need	it,	orthe	card	is	full,	it	can	be	erased	by	using	the	ERASE	FROM	CARD	soft	keys.	A	messagewill	be	displayed	on	screen	asking	you	to	confirm	that	you	want	to	delete	the	item(s),before	it	takes	place.1.	Insert	the	card	and	select	the	ERASE	FROM	CARD	function:ERASE	FROMCARDARCHIVE
ANDTRANSFERD8168_1DATAInsert	card2.	Select	the	required	list:SELECT	LISTWPT	RTE	TRKToggle	to	requiredlistROUTE	LISTRoute	1Route	2Route	3Contents	for	selected	list	displayed3.	Define	data	to	be	deleted:D8655_1e.g.Page	3881221_5.book	Page	22	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM22C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualTo	delete	all
items:ERASE	ALLYESOrTo	delete	individual	items:e.g.ROUTE	LISTERASE	ROUTERoute	1Route	2Route	3D8657_1Highlight	item	fordeletingSending	and	receiving	information	using	a	PCYou	can	transfer	and	retrieve	waypoints	or	routes	to	and	from	another	instrument	orPC	using	NMEA.With	a	RayTech	6.0’s	planner	you	can	transfer	waypoints	and
routes	via	a	CF	memorycard.	Such	transfers	require	that	the	PC	be	connected	to	the	display’s	NMEA	port	via	aserial	data	cable.To	transfer	or	receive	information:ARCHIVE	ANDTRANSFERDATATRANSFER	ONNMEA...D8638_11.	Select	the	transfer	on	NMEA	option:SEND	WPTS	ONNMEASEND	RTES	ONNMEARECEIVE	ON	NMEASTOP
TRANSFERD6808-22.	Press	the	appropriate	soft	key	to	send	or	receive	NMEA:Note:	If	you	wish	to	stop	the	transfer	at	any	point,	press	STOP	TRANSFER.3.	When	transfer	is	complete,	STOP	TRANSFER	greys	out	and	the	soft	keys	reappear.Page	3981221_5.book	Page	23	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation23Password
protecting	your	waypointsIf	required,	you	can	prevent	access	to,	modification	and	sight	of	your	waypoint	androute	databases	and	functions	by	means	of	a	password.Password	confirmationWhen	Password	Protection	is	enabled	and	you	are	attempting	to	access	a	passwordprotected	function	for	the	first	time	during	a	power-cycle,	the	system	will
requestconfirmation	of	your	password	before	you	can:•	Access	WPTS	key	functions.	This	does	not	affect	the	operation	of	the	MOB	function.•	Access	ROUTES	soft	key	functions.•	Create	a	route	from	a	track.	All	other	track	functions	are	unaffected.•	Archive	or	transfer	any	waypoints.•	Enter	the	Waypoint	Password	Setup	menu.Note:	Once	you	have
provided	a	password	to	the	system,	it	must	be	entered	to	accessthe	Password	Setup	sub-menu,	regardless	of	the	whether	Password	Protection	is	set	toON	or	OFF.Disabled	data/functionsWhen	Password	Protection	is	ON	and	you	have	not	entered	a	password	you	will	beunable	to:•	View	details	of	waypoint	and	route	databases.•	Edit	waypoints	or
routes.•	Goto	an	existing	waypoint.•	Follow	a	route.•	View	waypoints	on	screen	(even	when	the	SHOW/HIDE	status	is	set	to	SHOW).•	View	waypoint	names	on	screen	(even	when	WAYPOINT	NAME	is	set	to	ON).All	other	options	including	GOTO	CURSOR	are	unaffected.Setting	up	a	passwordTo	setup	a	password:1.	Select	Waypoint	Password
Setup:SetupMENUGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...System	Setup...Highlight	requiredSystem	Setup	MenuSelect	System	SetupMenuSystem	Setup	MenuSystem	IntegrationWaypoint	Password	SetupHighlight	WaypointPassword	SetupSelect	WaypointPassword	SetupD8954_1Radar	Setup...Page	4081221_5.book	Page	24	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47
PM24C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual2.	Change	the	Enable	Password	status	to	ON,	read	and	accept	the	warning:Setting	Password	Protectionrequired	a	password	to	accessyour	waypoint	and	routedatabases.If	you	forget	your	password	youwill	lose	your	waypoints	androutesRaymarine	recommends	that	youarchive	your	waypoints
androutesWaypoint	Password	SetupOKONSelect	EnablePasswordYESRead	and	acceptthe	warningSelect	ON.D8962_1Enable	PasswordChange	Password...3.	Enter	a	password	and	confirm	it:e.g.e.g.Edit	PasswordPassword:	CarrotConfirm	Password:Hint:Password:	CarrotConfirm	Password:	CarrotHint:OKChoose	a	word	that	will	help	youto	remember
your	passwordOKChoose	a	word	that	will	help	youto	remember	your	passwordEnter	a	password(1-16	characters)and/or:Repeat	to	confirmthe	passwordD8957_1and/or:Edit	PasswordNote:	The	password	is	case	sensitive.4.	Add	a	hint,	to	help	you	to	remember	your	password	(optional):Your	password	has	been	accepted.If	you	continue	your
waypointsand	routes	will	be	protected.Edit	PasswordPassword:	CarrotConfirm	Password:	CarrotIf	you	forget	your	password	youwill	lose	your	waypoints	androutesRaymarine	recommends	that	youarchive	your	waypoints	and	routesDo	you	want	to	continue?OKHint:	RabbitChoose	a	word	that	will	help	youto	remember	your	passwordand/or:YESAdd	a
hint	word(0-16	characters)Read	and	accept	the	warningD8958_1e.g.The	password	is	now	set	and	protection	enabled	although	access	to	the	waypoint	androute	functions	remains	available	until	you	restart	your	system.Note:	If	required,	this	password	can	be	changed	by	selecting	the	Change	Passwordoption	on	the	Waypoint	Password	Setup
Menu.Enabling/disabling	password	protectionOnce	you	have	set	up	a	password	on	your	system	(see	previous	section)	you	will	needto	key	in	this	password	whenever	you	want	to	change	the	status	of	the	passwordprotection	feature.To	enable/disable	password	protection:1.	Select	Waypoint	Password	Setup:Page	4181221_5.book	Page	25	Thursday,
October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	2:	General	Operation25SetupSystem	Setup	MenuRadar	Setup...MENUGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...System	IntegrationWaypoint	Password	SetupSystem	Setup...Select	System	SetupMenuHighlight	WaypointPassword	SetupSelect	WaypointPassword	Setup.D8960_1Highlight	requiredSystem	Setup	Menu2.	Enter
your	password	ensuring	that	the	appropriate	upper	or	lower	case	charactersare	used	and	then	enable/disable	the	password	protection,	as	required.Enter	PasswordPassword:CarrotWaypoint	Password	SetupOKEnable	PasswordChange	Password...OFFOKEnter	passwordSelect	OFFD8961_1Select	Enable	PasswordImportant:	If	you	enter	an	invalid



password	more	than	twice	within	one	power	cyclethe	system	shall	display	the	hint.	There	is	no	limit	to	the	number	of	attempts	to	enter	avalid	password	but	if	you	forget	your	password,	you	will	need	to	perform	a	Settingsand	Data	Reset	(see	page	184)	which	will	erase	all	waypoints	in	the	unit’s	memory.Raymarine	strongly	recommend	therefore	that
you	regularly	back-up	your	waypoints,routes	and	tracks	to	a	CF	memory	card.Page	4281221_5.book	Page	26	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM26C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual2.9	Emergencies	and	warningsYou	can	use	your	C-Series	display	to	mark	the	position	of	a	man	overboard	or	to	soundan	alarm	when	a	particular	situation	occurs	e.g
when	a	depth	limit	is	reached,	aspecified	period	of	time	has	elapsed	etc.Man	Overboard	(MOB)Marking	a	MOBWPTSMOBD6652-3Press	and	holduntil	alarm	soundsIf	you	lose	a	person	or	object	overboard,	and	need	to	return	to	the	location,	you	shoulduse	the	Man	Overboard	(MOB)	function	immediately.	The	MOB	function	can	beused	whilst	any
application	is	in	use	and	is	activated	by	either	pressing	and	holding	theWPTS/MOB	key	for	three	seconds,	or	by	a	MOB	message	being	received	from	otherequipment	on	the	SeaTalk	system.When	a	MOB	is	activated	the	following	is	initiated	automatically:•	Alarm	-	the	MOB	alarm	is	triggered	(Morse	---	every	30	seconds).•	Waypoint	-	a	MOB	waypoint
is	placed	at	your	current	position.D9101_1•	Positional	information	-	the	bearing,	range	and	vessel	position	are	displayed	inthe	data	bar.	These	are	calculated	according	to	the	MOB	data	type	set	in	the	SystemSetUp	(see	page	183).	Assuming	that	your	boat	and	the	MOB	are	subject	to	thesame	tide	and	wind	effects,	dead	reckoning	normally	gives	a
more	accurate	course.•	Radar	range	change	-	if	radar	is	transmitting,	the	system	changes	the	radarrange	to	1/8	nm.•	Active	navigation	is	suspended	-	Navigation	to	any	active	waypoint	is	suspended	and	any	existing	navigation	function	is	cancelled.	No	further	GOTO	or	routefunctions	are	selectable	whilst	the	MOB	function	is	active.•	Autorange
motion	mode	-	If	radar/chart	synchronization	is	set	to	OFF	(seepage	76),	the	chart	application	changes	the	motion	mode	to	Autorange.This	displays	the	largest	possible	scale	of	chart	that	will	include	both	the	target	waypoint(MOB	symbol)	and	your	on-screen	vessel.•	Other	equipment	-	other	Raymarine	equipment	acknowledges	the	MOB.•	Current
position	to	MOB	position	-	as	your	vessel	moves	away	from	the	MOBposition,	a	dotted	line	is	displayed	from	your	current	position	to	the	MOB	position.Note:	To	obtain	a	MOB	position,	you	need	either	position	data	from	a	GPS	(or	equivalent	device)	or	heading	and	speed	data.Page	4381221_5.book	Page	27	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter
2:	General	Operation27Silencing	a	MOBTo	temporarily	silence	the	alarm	from	a	MOB,	press	any	key	on	any	instrument	on	theSeaTalk	system.	After	approximately	10	seconds	the	alarm	will	sound	once	more	if	thestate	of	MOB	is	still	active.Silencing	an	alarm	will	not	deactivate	or	clear	the	MOB	state.Clearing	a	MOBTo	clear	a	MOB	and	its	data:Once
cleared,	your	chart	and	radarapplications	will	return	to	the	motionmode	that	applied	prior	to	the	MOBalarm	and	the	GOTO	and	route	functionswill	once	more	be	available.Press	and	holdfor	4	secondsD8231_1WPTSMOBNote:	Alternately	if	you	have	a	MOB	keypad	fitted,	press	and	hold	the	MOB	key.AlarmsYou	get	warning	of	a	hazard	or	a	particular
situation	via	in-built	alarms	which	aregenerated	for	the	system	as	a	whole	or	for	individual	applications.	When	an	alarmsounds,	a	message	box	is	displayed	explaining	the	cause	of	the	alarm.You	can	specify	what	alarms	will	operate	and	the	parameters	within	which	they	willsound,	via	the	Alarm	Setup	Menu	(see	page	187).Cancelling	alarmsDisplay
alarmsBy	pressing	the	ACKNOWLEDGE	soft	key,	the	alarm	is	silenced	and	any	message	box	iscleared.	If	the	alarm	has	been	generated	by	the	chartplotter,	the	appropriate	action	istaken.	For	example,	following	an	arrival	alarm,	the	next	route	leg	is	activated.Please	note:•	Although	you	can	change	the	configuration	of	the	arrival	alarm,	it	cannot	be
turnedoff.•	To	cancel	a	MOB	alarm,	press	and	hold	the	WPTS/MOB	until	the	MOB	symbol	disappears	from	the	screen.•	If	an	anchor	alarm	is	silenced,	but	the	alarm	condition	persists,	the	alarm	isrepeated	every	30	secondsExternal	alarmsIf	an	instrument	that	is	connected	to	the	display	on	SeaTalk	generates	alarms,	thesewill	sound	on	your	C-Series
display	accompanied	by	a	pop-up	message	box.	You	cancancel	these	alarms	by	pressing	the	ACKNOWLEDGE	soft	key.	The	alarm	will	besilenced,	but	no	other	action	will	be	taken	by	the	C-Series	display.Page	4481221_5.book	Page	28	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM28C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualPage	4581221_5.book	Page	29	Thursday,
October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints29Chapter	3:	Working	with	WaypointsThis	chapter	gives	details	of	how	to	place,	edit,	manage	and	navigate	to	a	waypoint.3.1	What	is	a	waypoint?A	waypoint	is	a	position	marked	on	a	chart,	radar	or	fishfinder	window	to	indicate	asite	(for	fishing,	diving	etc.)	or	as	a	place	to	navigate	to.	By
default,	all	waypoints	areindicated	on	screen	by	a	waypoint	symbol	-	x.	This	symbol	can	however	be	changed	ifyou	wish.	You	can	also	select	an	alternative	symbol	to	be	used	as	the	default	for	newlycreated	waypoints.D8696_1Waypoint	symbolsNote:	For	details	of	how	to	change	the	symbol,	please	refer	to	page	35.Waypoints	are	a	core	feature	of	the	C-
Series	display.	They	can	be	created	in	anyapplication	and	are	displayed	on	the	radar,	chart	and	fishfinder	windows.	A	series	ofwaypoints	can	be	combined	together	to	form	a	route.The	details	of	all	waypoints,	irrespective	of	the	application	they	were	created	in,	arestored	in	a	dedicated	waypoint	list	which	will	hold	up	to	1000	waypoints.	All
waypointsare	by	default,	placed	in	the	MY	WAYPOINTS	group.	If	required,	you	can	create	newgroups	and	change	the	default	group.	If	necessary,	waypoints	can	be	archived	to	aCompactFlash	card	or	transferred	to	another	NMEA	compatible	instrument.	If	thesystem	receives	an	active	waypoint	over	SeaTalk	or	NMEA,	it	is	displayed	but	cannot
beedited.If	required,	you	can	prevent	access	to,	modification	and	sight	of	your	waypoint	androute	databases	and	functions	by	means	of	a	password.	For	more	information	seepage	23.Page	4681221_5.book	Page	30	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM30C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual3.2	How	are	waypoints	represented?Waypoints	on	Chart	and
Radar	windowsOn	chart	and	radar	windows,	a	waypoint	is	represented	when	it	is	both	active(displayed	in	a	box)	and	inactive	(no	box)	i.e.Default	waypointActive	waypointAlternative	symbolD8694_1Waypoint	1Waypoints	on	CDI	windowsD8930_1On	CDI	windows,	a	waypoint	is	represented	only	when	it	is	active	(displayed	in	a	box).Waypoints	on
Fishfinder	windowsWhen	a	waypoint	is	created	it	is	represented	on	fishfinder	windows,	by	a	vertical	linelabelled	WPT.	This	symbology	cannot	be	changed.WPTWPTD8697_1WPTPage	4781221_5.book	Page	31	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints313.3	Placing	a	waypointA	waypoint	can	be	placed	at:•	The	cursor
position.•	Your	vessel’s	position.•	At	a	position	of	your	choosing	(using	lat/lon	or	Loran	TD	coordinates	between	800N/S).When	you	are	placing	a	waypoint,	you	can	either	accept	the	default	or	customize	itsdetails.	For	more	information	see	page	34.Once	a	waypoint	has	been	placed,	you	can	view	its	details	and	edit	them	(if	necessary).For	more
information,	see	page	33	and	page	34....	at	the	cursorOKWAYPOINT	ATCURSOROrWait	4	secsMove	cursor	torequired	positionfor	waypointAccepts	defaultD7457-2WPTSMOB...	at	your	vessel’s	positionWAYPOINT	ATVESSELOKOrWPTSMOBOrWait	4	secsx2D7458_2WPTSMOBAccepts	defaultIf	the	system	cannot	determine	your	position,	a	warning	is
displayed	and	the	waypointis	not	placed....	at	a	known	positionWAYPOINT	ATLAT/LON...Place	WaypointPosition:50	50'.838N01o06'.331WEnter	positionOKx2D7459_2WPTSMOBPage	4881221_5.book	Page	32	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM32C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual3.4	Navigating	to	a	waypointThis	section	explains	how	to	start	and
stop	navigating	to	a	waypoint.	When	younavigate	to	a	waypoint	or	to	the	cursor	position,	the	data	is	sent	on	NMEA	0183	andSeaTalk	and	can	be	used	by	an	autopilot,	if	connected.	For	more	information	onnavigation,	see	page	56.Start	navigating	to	a	waypointD8285_1You	can	navigate	to	a	waypoint	using	the	cursor,	via	theWPTS	MOB	button	or	by
selecting	the	GOTO	option.Once	navigation	is	active,	the	waypoint	symbol	issurrounded	by	a	box	and	a	dashed	line	appears	betweenyour	boat	and	the	waypoint.If	required	you	can	display	navigation	details	for	theactive	waypoint	in	the	data	bar	(see	page	180)....using	the	cursorTo	navigate	to	a	waypoint	using	the	cursor,	when	a	chart	or	radar
application	is	active:GO	TO	WAYPOINTWPTD7461_4Position	cursor	overwaypoint	to	go	to....via	the	WPTS	MOB	buttonTo	navigate	to	a	waypoint	using	the	WPTS/MOB	button	when	any	application	is	active:GOTO	WAYPOINTOPTIONS	...Waypoint	ListGOTO	WAYPOINTD6559-3WPTS/MOBSelect	required	waypoint....	by	selecting	the	GOTO	optionYou
can	navigate	to	a	waypoint	using	the	GOTO	option	when	a	chart	application	isactive	and	the	top	level	chart	soft	keys	are	displayed:GO	TO	...Waypoint	ListOrGOTO	CURSORGOTO	WAYPOINTSelect	required	waypointD7503_2GOTO	WAYPOINTOPTIONS...Page	4981221_5.book	Page	33	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with
Waypoints33Stop	navigating	to	a	waypointIf	at	any	time	you	wish	to	stop	navigating	towards	the	selected	waypoint:WPTS/MOBGOTO	WAYPOINT	GOTO	WAYPOINTWPTS/STOP	GOTOOPTIONS...MOB	OPTIONS...STOP	GOTOOrOr:WPTWPTPosition	cursor	overactive	waypoint.D7505-2Position	cursor	overactive	waypoint.STOP	GOTOD7505-1STOP
GOTOOnce	navigation	is	no	longer	active,	the	waypoint	symbol	returns	to	its	normalunboxed	state	and	the	dashed	line	between	your	boat	and	the	waypoint	is	removed.3.5	Viewing	waypoint	informationYou	can	view	the	details	of	any	waypoint	that	you	have	placed,	by	either	selecting	itwith	the	cursor	(in	radar	and	chart	windows)	or	by	selecting	it	on
the	waypoint	list.Once	you	are	viewing	a	waypoint’s	details,	a	variety	of	editing	and	managing	optionsare	available.You	can	also	display	navigation	details	for	the	active	waypoint	in	the	data	bar	(seepage	180)....using	the	cursorTo	view	the	details	of	a	waypoint	that	is	not	active.Edit	WaypointOKEDIT	WAYPOINTWaypoint	details	displayedPosition
cursorover	waypointTo	exit	waypoint	listD7506_2WPTNote:	Details	of	the	waypoint	that	you	are	currently	navigating	to,	can	be	accessed	viathe	waypoint	list	as	described	below....using	the	waypoint	listThe	waypoint	list	shows	all	the	waypoints	that	have	been	placed	(including	the	activeone),	and	displays	details	of	the	selected	waypoint:Note:
Temperature	and	depth	are	only	captured	(if	available)	for	waypoints	placed	atyour	vessel’s	position.Page	5081221_5.book	Page	34	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMC-Series	Display	Reference	ManualD6560-234To	access	the	waypoint	list:REVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTS...Waypoint	ListOKTo	exit	waypoint	listSelect	required	waypointD7507-
2WPTS/MOB3.6	Editing	a	waypointOnce	a	waypoint	has	been	placed	it	can	be	edited	in	a	variety	of	ways.	You	can:•	Change	the	waypoint	details	-	name,	symbol,	group	or	add	a	comment.•	Move	a	waypoint.•	Erase	a	waypoint.D6561-2D6561-1•	Change	the	default	symbol	and	group	of	newly	placed	waypoints.Page	5181221_5.book	Page	35	Thursday,
October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints35Changing	waypoint	detailsWhen	a	waypoint	is	created	it	is	assigned	a	default	name,	symbol	and	group.	You	canchange	these	details	to	suit	your	needs	and	add	a	comment	if	required.	This	isparticularly	useful	when	you	are	managing	large	numbers	of	waypoints.To	change	the	details	of
a	waypoint:1.	Select	the	detail	you	wish	to	edit:WPTEdit	WaypointVIEW	AND	EDITDETAILSOrWaypoint	ListHighlight	fieldfor	changingD8286-1Select	required	waypoint	withcursor	or	via	waypoint	list2.	Edit	the	selected	detail:Repeat	for	other	fields,	if	necessarye.g.Edit	details	as	required	using:and/orSoft	key	,Soft	key	reflectshighlighted
fieldOKOKTo	saveTo	save	andexit	editingD8287-1Edit	WaypointEDIT	SYMBOLNote:	If	you	make	a	mistake	whilst	editing,	press	CANCEL.Moving	a	waypointYou	can	move	any	waypoint	(except	the	active	one)	to	a	new	position.	There	are	twomethods	of	moving	a	waypoint:...	by	entering	new	coordinatesIf	you	know	the	new	co-ordinates,	bearing	or
range	for	the	particular	waypoint,	youcan	enter	this	information	by	editing	the	waypoint	as	described	in	the	previous	section....	by	dragging	the	waypoint	to	a	new	positionWPTWPTMOVE	WAYPOINTNote:	To	abandon	the	move,	press	CANCEL.Drag	waypointto	new	locationD8288-1WPTSelect	waypointfor	movingPLACE	WAYPOINTPage
5281221_5.book	Page	36	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM36C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualCAUTION:It	is	possible	to	move	waypoints	that	are	used	in	routes.	In	such	instances,	thestored	route	will	include	the	Waypoint	in	its	new	position.	Ensure	that	thisdoes	not	present	a	navigation	hazard.Erasing	a	waypoint(s)You	can	erase	any	waypoint
on	the	system	(including	groups	of	waypoints)	except:•	The	active	waypoint	or•	Any	waypoint	used	in	a	route.Notes:	(1)	If	a	route	is	hidden	its	waypoints	can	still	be	displayed.	If	you	attempt	toerase	a	waypoint	from	a	hidden	route,	a	warning	message	will	be	displayed.(2)	For	details	of	erasing	groups	of	waypoints,	see	page	41.Erasing	an	individual
waypointYou	can	erase	individual	waypoints	on	screen	or	via	the	waypoint	list....using	the	cursorYESERASE	WAYPOINTConfirm	the	pop-upmessageSelect	waypointfor	erasingD8289-2WPT...	using	the	waypoint	list1.	Select	the	waypoint	for	erasing	from	the	waypoint	list:WPTSMOBWaypoint	ListREVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTS...D8843_1Select
waypointfor	erasing2.	Erase	the	selected	waypoint:YESOKD8844_)ERASE	WAYPOINTPage	5381221_5.book	Page	37	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints37Erasing	all	waypointsIf	you	need	to	erase	all	your	waypoints,	you	can	use	the	ARCHIVE	&	TRANSFER	softkeys:1.	Select	the	ERASE	FROM	SYSTEM	and	the
appropriate	list:SELECT	LISTWPTERASE	FROMSYSTEM...Select	the	WPT	listD8716-1ARCHIVE	ANDTRANSFERDATA2.	Erase	all	waypoints:System	Waypoint	ListERASE	ALLWAYPOINTSWaypoint	Group	1Waypoint	Group	2Waypoint	Group	3YESD8851_1System	waypoint	listdisplayedChanging	the	default	symbol	or	groupWhen	you	add	a	waypoint	to
your	system	it	is	assigned	to	the	default	group	and	giventhe	default	symbol:My	WaypointsDefault	GroupD6658-2Default	SymbolIf	these	are	not	suitable,	you	can	select	an	alternative	symbol	and	group	to	be	thedefault.	For	an	alternative	group	to	be	selected	for	the	default,	it	must	first	be	created	see	page	39.1.	Select	either	the	default	symbol	or
group:WPTSMOBREVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTS...SET	DEFAULT	SYM&	GROUP...SET	UP	DEFAULTSYMBToggle	to	required	option.Default	displayed.D8290-12.	Change	the	symbol	or	group	default:OKEDIT	DEFAULTTo	saveOrSelect	requireddefault	symbolD8291-1SymbolPage	5481221_5.book	Page	38	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM38C-
Series	Display	Reference	ManualGroup	ListGroupOKEDIT	DEFAULTTo	saveD9055-1Select	requireddefault	groupNote:	To	abandon	the	symbol	or	group	default	change,	press	CANCEL.3.7	Sorting	the	waypoint	listIf	your	system	contains	a	large	number	of	waypoints,	you	can	sort	your	waypoint	list	tomake	it	easier	to	locate	a	particular	waypoint.The
waypoint	list	can	be	sorted	by:•	Name	(default)•	Range	(closest	first)•	Symbol•	Group	name•	Date•	Comment•	DepthTo	sort	the	waypoint	list:SORT	LIST	BYSORT	LISTSELECT	SORTOPTIONOrder	by:	RangeNameRangeSymbolDateOKSaveD8292-1DepthSelect	sort	method3.8	Organising	waypoints	into	groupsProvided	that	you	have	not	changed	the
default	group,	all	waypoints	are	automaticallyplaced	in	the	default	“My	Waypoints”	group	when	they	are	created.	In	order	to	makeyour	waypoints	easier	to	manage,	you	can	organize	them	into	groups	of	your	choice.When	fishing,	for	example,	you	may	only	wish	to	see	the	waypoints	that	indicate	goodfishing	sites.	Other	waypoints,	say,	for	racing,
would	be	superfluous	at	this	time.Note:	A	waypoint	cannot	be	placed	in	multiple	groupsDisplaying	the	waypoint	group	listTo	display	the	group	list	with	its	options:Page	5581221_5.book	Page	39	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints39e.g.GROUP	LISTWPTS/MOBREVIEW	AND	EDITWAYPOINTS
...WAYPOINTGROUPS	...Deep	fishingShallow	fishingD6885-3Reef	fishingYou	can	now	make	a	new	waypoint	group,	or	erase,	move	or	rename	existing	groups.Making	a	new	waypoint	groupTo	create	a	new	waypoint	group:1.	Display	the	group	list	(see	above).Make	a	new	group	and	accept	the	default	name:MAKE	NEWMAKE	NEWOKOKGROUP...MAKE
NEWGROUP...D8293_1GROUP...D8293_12.	You	can	now	either:OKOrMake	a	new	group	and	customise	the	name:EDIT	GROUPNAMENEW	WAYPOINT	GROUPGEdit	nameOKSaveD8293_2MAKE	NEWGROUP...Moving	waypoints	between	groupsWaypoints	can	be	easily	moved	between	groups:1.	Display	the	group	list	(see	page	38).2.	Display	the	MOVE
BETWEEN	GROUPS	option:GROUP	LISTMOVE	BETWEEN	GROUPSMOVE	BETWEENGROUPS...My	WaypointsWaypoint	1Waypoint	2Waypoint	3GROUP	BFishingD8295_1GROUP	A3.	Determine	the	group	that	contains	the	waypoint	to	be	moved:MOVE	BETWEEN	GROUPSGROUP	LISTGROUP	AMy	WaypointsDeep	fishingShallow	fishingReef
fishingSelect	groupcontaining	waypointto	be	moved.OKMy	WaypointsWaypoint	1Waypoint	2Waypoint	3Waypoints	in	selected	grouplisted.D8297_1SELECT	GROUP	APage	5681221_5.book	Page	40	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM40C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual4.	Determine	the	group	that	the	waypoint	is	to	be	moved	to:GROUP	LISTMOVE
BETWEEN	GROUPSMy	WaypointsWaypoint	1Waypoint	2Waypoint	3GROUP	LISTGROUP	BFishingMy	WaypointsDeep	fishingShallow	fishingReef	fishingSELECT	GROUP	BMove	control	toGroup	BOKSelect	group	toadd	waypoint	toD8298_1GROUP	A5.	Select	waypoint	to	be	moved:Repeat	until	all	changes	madeGROUP	LISTMOVE	BETWEEN
GROUPSGROUP	AMOVE	WAYPOINTFROM	A	TO	BGROUP	BMy	WaypointsWaypoint	1Waypoint	2Waypoint	3FishingOKMove	control	to	Group	A.D8299_1Select	required	waypoint.Note:	Alternatively,	waypoints	can	be	moved	from	Group	B	to	Group	A	if	required.	Thesoft	keys	reflect	this	accordingly.Renaming	an	existing	groupYou	can	change	the
name	of	an	existing	waypoint	group:1.	Display	the	group	list	(see	page	38).2.	Select	the	group	for	renaming:GROUP	LISTMy	WaypointsDeep	fishingShallow	fishingReef	fishingRENAME	GROUP...D8300_1Select	requiredgroup3.	Edit	the	selected	group	name:NEW	WAYPOINTGEdit	nameOKSave	newnameNote:	To	revert	to	the	original	name	whilst
editing,	press	CANCEL.D8301_1EDIT	GROUPNAMEPage	5781221_5.book	Page	41	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	3:	Working	with	Waypoints41Erasing	a	groupYou	can	erase	any	waypoint	group	from	the	system	except	the	group	containing	theactive	waypoint.When	a	waypoint	group	is	erased,	the	group	name	together	with	all	of	the
waypointsin	that	group	are	erased	from	the	system	with	the	exception	of:•	‘My	Waypoints’	-	the	waypoints	contained	within	this	group	are	deleted	but	thegroup	name	remains.•	Waypoints	used	in	routes	within	your	system.You	should	therefore	ensure	that	any	individual	waypoints	that	you	want	to	keep(which	are	not	part	of	a	route),	are	moved	before
their	group	is	erased.1.	Display	the	group	list	(see	page	38).2.	Select	and	erase	the	group:GROUP	LISTERASE	GROUP...YESConfirm	the	pop-upmessageHighlight	pageset	for	editingD8302_1My	WaypointsDeep	fishingShallow	fishingReef	fishingNote:	Waypoint	groups	can	also	be	erased	via	the	ARCHIVE	AND	TRANSFER	functionas	described	on	page
37.	For	details	of	how	to	erase	waypoint	groups	from	a	card,	seepage	21.3.9	Controlling	waypoint	displayWhen	you	have	placed	many	waypoints	on	your	system,	it	may	become	difficult	toeasily	interpret	chart	or	radar	information.	This	is	particularly	the	case	if	you	have	manywaypoints	in	a	small	area.	There	are	a	number	of	ways	that	you	can	control
the	displayof	waypoints	and	waypoint	information	in	chart	and	radar	windows.	These	are:•	Show	or	hide	waypoints	with	a	particular	symbol.•	Show	or	hide	waypoints	belonging	to	a	specific	group.•	Show	or	hide	all	of	the	waypoint	names.•	Show	or	hide	the	index	of	a	waypoint	within	a	route	-	chart	only	(see	page	87).Show/hide	waypoint	namesYou
can	show	or	hide	all	waypoint	names	if	required:SHOW/HIDEWAYPOINTS...WAYPOINT	NAMEONSelect	statusD8306_1PRESENTATION...Page	5881221_5.book	Page	42	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM42C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualShowing/hiding	waypoint	symbolsYou	can	define	which	waypoint	symbol	types	are	shown/hidden	in	the
radar	or	chartapplication:1.	Display	the	SHOW	BY	SYMBOL	option:SHOW	BYSYMD8839_1SHOW/HIDEWAYPOINTS...PRESENTATION...Select	SYM2.	To	change	the	status	(show	or	hide)	of	a	symbol	type:ON	RADARSHOWHIDESHOW	BY	SYMBOLSHOWHIDESHOWHIDEOKOrON	CHARTSHOWHIDESelect	required	groupD8304_1MFishRaDaySelect
statusNote:	Waypoints	in	an	active	route	are	always	displayed,	regardless	of	whether	thedisplay	is	set	to	show	or	hide.Showing/hiding	waypoint	groupsYou	can	define	which	waypoint	symbol	types	are	shown/hidden	in	radar	or	chartapplications:1.	Display	the	SHOW	BY	GROUP	function.SHOW
BYGROUPD8721_1SHOW/HIDEWAYPOINTS...PRESENTATION...Select	GROUP2.	To	change	the	status	(show	or	hide)	of	a	waypoint	group:ON	RADARSHOWHIDEMy	WaypointsFishingRacingDay	tripsSelect	required	groupSHOWSHOWSHOWHIDEOrOKON	CHARTSHOWHIDESelect	statusNote:	Waypoints	in	an	active	route	are	always	displayed,
regardless	of	whether	thedisplay	is	set	to	show	or	hide.D8305_1SHOW	BY	GROUPPage	5981221_5.book	Page	43	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart43Chapter	4:	Using	the	Chart4.1	ImportantSafetyWhen	using	your	chartplotter	you	should	always	check	that	a	route	is	safe.	Zoom	in	tocheck	for	hazards,	such	as	small
shoals,	that	may	not	be	shown	on	a	smaller	scalechart.Until	you	are	familiar	with	interpreting	the	chart	display,	you	should	take	everyopportunity	to	compare	the	displayed	objects	with	visual	targets,	such	as	buoys	andcoastal	structures.	You	should	practice	harbour	and	coastal	navigation	during	daylightand	in	clear	weather	conditions.	The	simulator
mode	can	also	be	used	to	help	you	gainexperience.It	is	strongly	recommended	that	before	you	use	your	chart	application,	that	you	readand	understand	Chapter	3:Working	with	Waypoints.CAUTION:The	equipment	should	not	be	used	as	a	substitute	for	good	navigationalpractice	nor	for	official	government	paper	charts.	Do	not	use	the	chart	beforeyou
have	read	this	chapter.Chart	functionality1.	To	access	full	functionality,	your	chart	application	requires	position	and	headingdata	from	your	boat’s	Global	Positioning	System	(GPS).2.	Your	C-Series	Display	has	a	built	in	world	map,	but	to	use	your	Display	as	a	navigation	aid,	you	will	need	detailed	information	for	the	area	you	wish	to	navigate.
Thisinformation	comes	in	the	form	of	a	chart	card	and	is	available	from	Navionics	(seethe	Important	Information	section	at	the	front	of	this	manual	for	details).	For	fullinformation	on	installing	and	removing	chart	cards	refer	to	page	17.3.	For	your	GPS	and	chart	to	correlate	accurately	with	your	paper	charts,	they	willneed	to	be	using	the	same	datum.
The	default	datum	for	your	display	is	WGS84.	Ifthis	is	not	suitable,	you	can	change	the	setting	via	the	Chart	Setup	menu	(seepage	91).	When	you	adjust	the	datum	of	the	C-Series	Display,	a	Raymarine	GPS	willautomatically	correlate.	If	you	have	a	third	party	GPS,	you	will	need	to	correlate	thisseparately.4.	For	the	Automatic	Identification	System	(AIS)
to	function	you	should	have	a	suitable	AIS	receiver	connected.Page	6081221_5.book	Page	44	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM44C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualChart	cardsTo	use	your	C-Series	Display	as	a	navigation	aid,	charts	with	the	appropriate	level	ofdetail	for	the	geographic	area	you	wish	to	navigate	are	required.	The	charts
areavailable	in	electronic	format	on	Navionics	Chart	cards.	Details	of	these	cards	and	howto	obtain	them	is	given	on	page	iii.When	archiving	data,	Raymarine	recommends	that	you	only	use	SanDisk	brand	CFmemory	cards.	Other	brands	of	CF	memory	cards	may	not	work	in	your	C-SeriesDisplay.4.2	Uses	of	the	chart	applicationOnce	the	heading	and
position	data	is	available	you	can	use	your	chart	to:•	Find	out	where	you	are	(see	page	46).•	Interpret	your	surroundings	(seepage	47).•	Measure	the	distance	and	bearing	between	two	points	(see	page	55).•	Place	waypoints	at	specific	locations	(see	page	56).•	Navigate	to	a	specific	point	(see	page	56).•	Build	and	follow	a	route	(see	page	59).•
Monitor	where	you	are	going	(see	page	74).•	Distinguish	between	fixed	and	moving	objects	using	radar	overlay	(seepage	76).•	Record	where	you	have	been	(see	page	78).•	Manage	and	edit	routes	and	tracks	(see	page	68	and	page	81).•	View	AIS	data	(see	page	54).Facilities	are	also	provided	to	customize	your	chart	application	to	your	own
particularrequirements	and	circumstances.	You	can:•	Alter	the	way	the	chart	is	drawn	in	relation	to	your	boat	and	the	direction	you	aretravelling	in	(chart	orientation	and	motion	mode).•	Manage	and	edit	chart	data	you	have	entered.•	Control	the	level	of	detail	displayed	on-screen.Note:	To	change	the	data	displayed	in	the	data	bar	at	the	top	/side	of
the	screen,please	refer	to	page	179.Page	6181221_5.book	Page	45	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart454.3	Viewing	the	chartYou	will	normally	view	your	chart	with	the	vessel	on	screen	and	motion	mode	‘active’.When	motion	mode	is	active,	as	your	vessel	moves,	the	chart	is	redrawn	to	keep	thevessel	on	screen.	When
you	zoom	the	chart	in	active	mode,	the	chart	zooms	about	yourvessel	position.Alternatively,	you	may	be	planning	a	journey	and	do	not	want	the	chart	to	redraw	asyour	vessel	moves.	You	can	suspend	the	active	motion	mode	by	using	the	cursor	to	panthe	chart	(see	page	46)	or	by	selecting	FIND	CURSOR.When	motion	mode	is	suspended,	the	mode	is
shown	in	the	status	bar	in	parenthesise.g.	(RELATIVE	MOTION);	zoom	operates	about	your	cursor	position.Provided	the	necessary	data	to	ascertain	your	vessel’s	position	is	available,	you	canactivate	the	motion	mode,	by	selecting	FIND	SHIP.4.4	The	chart	displayThe	main	features	of	the	chart	display	are	as	follows:Chart	range	Chart
orientation4nmNorth-UpMotion	modeChart	view(Relative	Motion)LocalStatusbarChartboundaryGully	RidgeCursorRoutePortsideWaypointnamePort	pointWaypointCreek	pointTrackActivewaypointCurrentpositionCartographicobjectSHIPFINDCURSORGOTO...ROUTES...TRACKS...PRESENTATION...SoftkeysD6605_2PortServicesPage	6281221_5.book
Page	46	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM46C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual4.5	Where	am	I	on	the	chart?D6627-1Boat	symbolYour	current	position	is	represented	on	screen	by	a	boat	symbol.	Ifneither	heading	nor	COG	data	is	available,	the	vessel	is	shown	as	asolid	circle.If	positional	data	has	been	selected	for	display	(see	page	180),	your
position	will	bedisplayed	in	the	data	bar	under	VES	POS.If	you	cannot	see	your	boat:FINDSHIPToggle	to	FIND	SHIPChart	redraws	with	boat	at	centreTo	mark	your	current	position:x2OK(or	wait	3	seconds)Accepts	defaultD8714_1WPTSMOBNote:	For	more	information	on	waypoints,	please	refer	to	the	Waypoint	Chapter.4.6	Moving	around	the	chartTo
move	around	the	chart	and	display	the	area	required	at	the	appropriate	scale,	use	acombination	of	zooming	and	panning.Note:	When	you	pan	the	chart,	or	when	you	change	the	scale	in	autorange	mode;	themotion	mode	is	suspended	-	see	page	45	and	page	85.PanningD6583-3Panning	moves	the	chart	that	is	displayed	to	a	different	area.	To	pan
achart,	simply	press	the	appropriate	arrow	(left/right,	up/down)	on	thetrackpad.	When	the	cursor	reaches	the	edge	of	the	screen,	the	chart	pans.Note:	When	you	pan	the	chart,	active	motion	mode	is	suspended.Zooming	in/outOUTD6585-2RANGED6585-1INWhen	you	zoom	in,	the	chart	scale	changes	to	show	a	smaller	area	in	moredetail.	Conversely,	if
you	zoom	out	the	chart	area	displayed	is	increasedbut	the	detail	is	reduced.Note:	The	cartographic	detail	available	on	charts	varies	according	to	the	chart	and	thechart	scale.	Some	areas	provide	detail	at	smaller	scales	than	others.Page	6381221_5.book	Page	47	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart47A	feature	of	the	chart
is	‘autoscale’.	If	you	select	a	chart	scale	that	does	not	havecartographic	detail	in	some	areas,	the	chart	will	use	the	most	detailed	level	availablefor	the	surrounding	area	and	stretch	it	to	fit	the	selected	scale.	This	means	that	you	willnever	have	blank	or	hatched	areas	on	your	screen.	However	there	may	be	some	misalignment	of	objects	which	cross	the
chart	boundary	in	this	area.To	zoom	in/out:e.g.	3nm...	about	your	boat:N-UPRMSysOUTFINDSHIPRANGED6585-1INFIND	SHIP	selectedChart	zooms	in/out	on	your	boatMotion	mode	activee.g....	about	the	cursor:FINDCURSOR1nmN-UP(RM)SysOUTRANGED6585-1INChart	zooms	in/out	on	the	cursorMotion	mode	inactiveD9006_1FIND	CURSOR
selected4.7	Additional	information	on	the	chartDepending	on	the	chart	card	you	are	using,	you	will	also	be	able	to	view	some	or	all	ofthe	following	addition	information:•	Details	of	each	cartographic	object	that	is	marked	on	the	chart,	including	sourcedata	for	structures,	lines,	open	sea	areas	etc.•	Details	of	ports,	port	and	business	services,	tidal	and
current	information,	wrecksand	obstructions.Note:	For	full	details	of	the	features	available	with	each	chart	card	type,	please	refer	tothe	Navionics	website:www.navionics.com	or	navionics.it.To	change	the	set	up	options	to	control	how	selection	of	object	information	operates	seepage	90.Page	6481221_5.book	Page	48	Thursday,	October	11,	2007
12:47	PM48C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualDisplaying	details	of	objects	and	featuresTo	view	details:More	detailed	information	forselected	object	displayed.Move	cursor	over	object,	todisplay	basic	information.D	6771-2OKIf	the	object	you	have	selected	has	more	than	one	subject	area:Highlight	the	required	subject	area.Details	displayed	in	right-
hand	column.Scroll	through	detailed	listD	8308_1Move	control	to	right	hand	columnThe	soft	keys	provide	controls	to:•	Locate	the	nearest	waypoint,	port,	port	service,	tidal	and	current	stations,	wreck	orobstruction,	to	the	selected	position.•	Search	for	a	named	port.•	View	detailed	data	for	the	selected	port,	tidal	station	or	current	station.Finding
nearby	features	and	servicesYou	can	locate	the	nearest	waypoint,	port,	port	service,	tidal	and	current	stations,wreck	or	obstruction,	to	the	cursor	position.1.	Select	position	for	the	FIND	NEAREST	option:FIND	NEAREST...Move	cursor	torequired	position2.	Select	the	feature	or	service.	For	ports,	you	can	select	a	specific	service	and	for	aselected	port
or	business	service	you	can	find	the	nearest	ports:D8260_1OKPage	6581221_5.book	Page	49	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart49SELECT	PORTFIND	NEAREST...WAYPOINTSPORTSPORT	SERVICESTIDE	STATIONSCURRENT	STATIONSWRECKSOBSTRUCTIONSSelect	requiredcategory16	nearest	to	cursor	in
selectedcategory	displayed.D8310_1FINDOnce	located,	you	can	use	the	soft	keys	and	trackpad	to:•	Display	detailed	data	for	services	at	the	listed	ports.•	Show	the	selected	item	on	the	chart.•	GOTO	the	selected	waypoint•	View	tidal/current	data	for	the	selected	tidal/current	station.Displaying	details	of	tidesYou	can	display	details	of	tides	by:•
Selecting	the	appropriate	tidal	diamond	(see	below)	or•	Via	the	FIND	NEAREST	function	(see	page	48)....Using	the	tidal	diamond1.	To	display	numerical	tidal	information:OBJECT	INFOOKPosition	cursorover	tidal	diamondHighLowHighLow01:25AM09:02AM03:51AM08:14AMTidal	information	displayed+2.5ft+0.4ft+2.1ft+1.5ftD8311_1TST	MARKS
RIVER	Position	30004.700N84010.700WYou	can	now	view	additional	tidal	data.2.	To	display	additional	tidal	data	including	a	tidal	curve:Detailed	data	is	shown	for	the	selected	time(red,	dashed,	vertical	line).D6782_3TIDAL	DATAPage	6681221_5.book	Page	50	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM50C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualYou	can	now:•
Move	the	time-selector,	using	the	trackpad/rotary	control.•	Change	the	displayed	date,	using	the	soft	keys.Displaying	details	of	currentsYou	can	display	details	of	currents	by:•	Selecting	the	appropriate	current	diamond	(see	below)	or•	Via	the	FIND	NEAREST	function	(see	page	48)....	using	the	current	diamond1.	To	display	numerical	current
information:OBJECT	INFOOKPosition	cursor	overcurrent	diamondEbbFloodEbbFlood05:41AM01:08AM06:17AM11:30AM+187.0+358.0+0.0+358.0Current	information	displayed0.5kt0.2kt0.0kt0.2ktD8313_1CFOUR	MILE	POINT	Position	30006'.700N84012'.700W2.	To	display	additional	current	data	including	a	current	curve:Detailed	data	is	shown
for	the	selected	time.You	can	now:•	Move	the	time-selector,	using	the	trackpad/rotary	control.•	Change	the	displayed	date,	using	the	soft	keys.Displaying	details	of	port	servicesYou	can	display	details	of	port	services	by:•	Using	the	port	search	option	(see	below).•	Selecting	the	appropriate	port	symbol	(see	page	52).•	Using	the	FIND	NEAREST
function	(see	page	48).D7513_2CURRENT	DATAPage	6781221_5.book	Page	51	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart51...	using	the	port	search	optionThe	port	search	option	allows	you	to	specify	the	name	a	port	and	display	its	services:1.	Select	the	edit	name	option:SEARCH	BY	NAMEEDIT	NAMED8314_1OK2.	Enter	the
port	name	(or	the	first	few	characters	of	the	port	name)	and	search:SEARCH	BY	NAMESEARCHOKEnter	Port	NameGAD	8309_1Enter	port	name	(or	part	of)using:orSoft	key	,Note:	For	help	with	entering	text	into	a	dialog	box,	please	refer	to	page	11.3.	If	the	search	returns	more	than	one	port,	you	can	select	which	port’s	facilities	andservices	you	want
to	display.:i.	Select	a	particular	port	and	its	service:SELECT	PORTGANDERS	MARINEGANDERS	BASINGANDERS	QUAYPositionBearing	andRange	fromselectionSELECT	PORT29043.730N84058.957WGANDERS	MARINEGANDERS	BASINGANDERS	QUAY0342	T	.007nmRestaurantsTravel	AgenciesBeauty
ShopsPosition29043.730N84058.957WBearing	andRange	fromselection3420T	.007nmRestaurantsTravel	AgenciesBeauty	ShopsHighlight	required	portHighlight	required	serviceD8742_1Select	highlighted	portii.	Display	details	of	the	selected	service:GANDERS	QUAY	-	Travel	AgenciesTravel	AgenciesDAVIS	TRAVELGANDERS	QUAY	-	Travel
AgenciesTravel	AgenciesDAVIS	TRAVELVIEW	DETAILS...Select	serviceDetails	of	service	displayedD8743_1Tel:	12345671	High	StreetGanders	Quay4.	You	can	now	centre	the	screen	on	the	selected	port	by	pressing	SHOW	ON	CHART.Page	6881221_5.book	Page	52	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM52C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual...	using
the	port	symbolThe	services	available	at	a	particular	port	can	be	displayed	by	selecting	its	symbol:OBJECT	INFOSelect	appropriateport	symbolPosition29058'.147N093052'.215WGeneral	ServicesRepair	ServicesFuelOther	informationServices	for	selected	port	displayedD9099_1OKRAINBOW	HARBORDredged	areaDepth	areaYou	can	now	view	details
of	individual	services:1.	Select	required	service:OBJECT	INFORAINBOW	HARBORDredged	areaDepth	areaPosition29058'.147N093052'.215WGeneral	ServicesRepair	ServicesFuelOther	informationWater	TransportationCar	ServicesUtilitiesStoresBanksRestaurants-BarsHighlight	requiredserviceD9100_1Move	control	to	the	utilities	column2.	Display
service	details:RAINBOW	HARBOR	-	Restaurants-BarsVIEW	DETAILS...Ichibon	Japanese	SeafoodLandrys	Restaurants	IncJoes	Crab	ShackRedfish	IslandDetails	of	selected	service	displayed.D8318_1Restaurants-BarsNote:	This	method	is	also	used	when	using	the	SEARCH	BY	NAME	and	FIND	NEARESTfunctions.Page	6981221_5.book	Page	53
Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart53Displaying	details	of	business	services	&	points	of	interestWhen	a	suitable	chart	card	is	installed	the	location	of	various	business	services	andpoints	of	interest	are	indicated	by	the	following	symbols:Business	services/points	of	interest
symbolsAirportBabysittingBarberBankCampingCar	hireFiremenFishingequipmentGas/PetrolParkingGolfGymHospitalHotelLaundryNauticalrepairsMarinaMuseumPolicePost	OfficeRestaurantShiprepairsShopTaxistationTouristinformationTrainWatertransportWeatherstationD8226_1AnchorageYou	can	view	the	name,	address,	telephone	number,	and
type	of	business	of	anindividual	service	by	selecting	its	symbol	on	screen:OBJECT	INFOOKSelect	businessservice	symbole.g	restaurantPosition	xxxEating	placesNameThe	HavenAddress20	High	RdSeaviewIsle	of	WightPhone0123	45678Additional	information	displayedD8264_1Point	of	InterestLand	areaNote:	If	required,	you	can	declutter	your	chart
by	either	switching	off	the	business	ser-vices	symbols	(via	the	Cartography	Setup	Menu)	or	by	switching	on	the	DECLUTTERoption	(via	the	PRESENTATION	soft	key).Page	7081221_5.book	Page	54	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM54C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualDisplaying	vessel	identity	(AIS)If	you	have	an	AIS	receiver	fitted	to	your
system,	you	can	use	the	AIS	feature	to:•	Display	targets	for	any	other	AIS	equipped	vessels.•	Display	voyage	information	being	broadcasted	by	these	targets	i.e.	their	position,course,	speed	and	rate	of	turn.•	Display	basic	or	detailed	information	for	each	target	vessel	including	safety	criticaltarget	data.•	Set	up	a	safe	zone	around	your	boat.•	View	AIS
alarm	and	safety	related	messages.This	information	is	displayed	in	the	form	of	an	overlay	and	additional	data	is	displayedin	a	dialog	box	on	your	chart	screen	e.g.HeadingLargevesselDirectionof	turnSmallvessel097°T11.6kt1.237nm00h04m33sSafetycritical	dataCOG/SOGvectorSafe	zone	(defined	bydistance	or	time)Dangeroustarget
(flashes)PRESENTATIONCHART	LAYERS...AIS	LAYERONThis	feature	can	also	be	used	in	conjunction	with	the	radar	application.	For	fullinformation	on	how	to	use	the	AIS	feature,	please	refer	to	Chapter	11:AutomaticIdentification	System	(AIS).D9023_1To	switch	on	AIS:D9056_1SleepingtargetPage	7181221_5.book	Page	55	Thursday,	October	11,
2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart554.8	Measuring	distances	and	bearings...	from	your	boatYou	can	determine	the	position,	distance	and	bearing	from	your	boat	to	the	position	ofthe	cursor	by	referring	to	the	cursor	position	(Csr	Pos)	data	in	the	databar....	between	two	points	on	your	chartThe	ruler	option	of	your	chart	application	can	be	used
to	obtain	an	accuratemeasurement	of	the	distance	and	bearing	between	two	points	on	your	chart.To	position	the	ruler1.	Position	the	ruler	starting	point:;0650T0.18nmDATABRULERRange	&	bearing	from	A	to	Bdisplayed.	ADJUST	B	highlighted.D6665-3APosition	cursorat	start	point.2.	Position	the	ruler	end	point:o033	T0.60nmBOKAD8321-1To	fix
new	rulerpositionMove	cursor	to	end	point.Distance	and	bearing	displated.To	reposition	the	rulerTo	reposition	either	the	start	or	end	point	of	the	ruler:BADJUST	AOrAADJUST	BSelect	which	point	to	adjust008oT0.46nmTo	fix	newrulerpositionMove	cursor	to	new	positionD8322-1OKTo	clear	the	rulerRULERCLEAR	RULERD8323_1DATAPage
7281221_5.book	Page	56	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM56C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual4.9	Navigating	to	a	specific	pointYou	can	use	your	chart	to	navigate	to	a	specific	point	marked	by	the	cursor	(temporarywaypoint)	or	to	a	waypoint.	If	required	you	can	display	the	largest	chart	scale	possiblethat	will	display	both	your	boat	and	the
target	waypoint.	When	you	navigate	to	awaypoint	or	to	the	cursor	position,	the	data	is	sent	on	NMEA	0183	and	SeaTalk	and	canbe	used	by	an	autopilot,	if	connected.	On	arrival	at	the	specified	point	a	message	isdisplayed	and	an	alarm	sounds.When	you	are	steering	manually,	you	can	also	use	the	chart	to	determine	the	bearingor	direction	to
steer.Note:	If	you	are	currently	navigating	a	route	or	going	to	the	cursor	/waypoint,	youmust	press	STOP	GOTO,	before	the	system	can	commence	a	new	GOTO	request.4nmNorth-Up(Relative	Motion)LocalGOTO	CURSORBoat's	heading	changes	Press	to	stop	GOTOto	follow	course	toand	removetemporary	waypointtemporary	waypointRESTART
XTEDashed	linemarking	originalcourse	of	GOTOTemporary	waypoint	Temporary(within	white	box)waypointplaced	at	cursornameD6608-3STOP	GOTOTo	go	to	the	cursor	position:GOTO	CURSORPosition	cursor	atdesired	destinationNote:	This	target	waypoint	is	also	identified	on	the	radarTemporary	waypointplaced	at	the	cursor.D6493-2GOTO...Page
7381221_5.book	Page	57	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart57Go	to	an	existing	waypointYou	can	navigate	to	an	existing	waypoint	by	either	selecting	the	appropriate	waypointon-screen	with	the	cursor	or	by	selecting	it	from	the	waypoint	list:Note:	For	more	information	on	navigating	with	Waypoints,	please	refer	to
Chapter3:Working	with	Waypoints....	selected	with	the	cursorThis	option	navigates	you	to	the	waypoint	that	you	select	on	screen.GO	TO	WAYPOINTPosition	cursorover	requiredwaypoint.Dashed	line	from	boat	toactive	(boxed)	waypoint.Navigation	commences.D7461_2WPT...	selected	via	the	waypoint	listThis	option	selects	the	waypoint	that	you	wish
to	navigate	to	from	the	waypoint	list.:GOTOGOTO	WAYPOINTOPTIONS	...WPTS/MOBWaypoint	ListGOTO	WAYPOINTSelect	requiredwaypointResetting	cross	track	error	(XTE)When	you	are	following	a	waypoint,	you	can	restart	the	XTE.	This	results	in	a	newcourse	from	the	current	vessel	position	to	the	current	target	waypoint.Restarting	XTE	is	useful
if	you	find	yourself	off	track	and	want	to	go	straight	to	yourtarget,	rather	than	get	back	onto	the	original	track.Arriving	at	your	target	waypointWhen	you	arrive	at	the	target	(active)	waypoint:•	An	alarm	sounds	and•	A	warning	message	is	displayed.D6543-2OrPage	7481221_5.book	Page	58	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM58C-Series	Display
Reference	ManualNAVIGATION	ALARMD8325_2Waypoint	ArrivalTo	de-activate	the	arrival	alarmOrACKNOWLEDGED8326_1Wait	10	secondsStop	navigating	to	your	target	waypointTo	stop	navigating	towards	the	selected	waypoint:GOTO...STOP	GOTOD8324_1oMaintaining	a	view	of	your	navigationBy	selecting	Auto	Range	mode,	your	chart	will
automatically	adjust	the	range	tomaintain	both	your	boat	and	the	target	waypoint	on	screen,	using	the	largest	scalepossible.PRESENTATIONCHART	MODE	ANDORIENTATIONNote:	For	more	detail,	see	Setting	the	motion	mode	on	page	85.ARD7509-2To	select	Auto	Range	mode:Page	7581221_5.book	Page	59	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47
PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart594.10	Building	and	following	a	routeFOLLOW	ROUTEOPTIONS	...BUILD	NEWROUTE	...REVIEW	AND	EDITROUTES	...D6534-2SHOW/HIDEROUTES	...This	section	describes	how	to	use	routes	and	includes	the	following:•	What	is	a	route?•	What	can	I	do	with	a	route?•	Building	and	saving	a	route.•	Following	a	route.•
Viewing	details	of	routes.Once	created	you	have	the	option	to	view	a	route’s	details,	amend	its	course,	edit	itsname	and	color	or	erase	it.All	route	options	can	be	accessed	via	the	ROUTES	soft	key.What	is	a	route?A	route	is	a	series	of	waypoints	used	to	navigate	a	course.	A	route	is	displayed	onscreen	as	a	series	of	waypoints	linked	by	a	line.Route
nameSunday	TripRoutedestinationD8327_1WaypointWhat	can	I	do	with	a	route?You	can:•	Build	a	temporary	route	that	you	follow	immediately	(Quick	Route).	If	you	do	notrename	a	quick	route,	it	will	be	overwritten	and	its	waypoints	deleted	when	a	newquick	route	is	built.•	Build	and	save	a	route	for	later	use,	in	which	case	the	route	is	stored	in	the
route	list.•	Convert	a	track	of	your	course	into	a	route	(see	page	80).Page	7681221_5.book	Page	60	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM60C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualBuilding	a	routeRoutes	can	either	be	built	on	screen	or	via	the	waypoint	list.	A	route	consists	of:•	New	waypoints	that	you	have	specifically	placed	for	that	route	Or:•	Existing
waypoints	that	are	already	stored	in	the	system	Or:•	A	combination	of	new	and	existing	waypoints.Note:	A	route	can	also	be	created	from	a	track.	See	page	80	for	details.Up	to	100	routes	can	be	added	to	your	system,	each	consisting	of	up	to	50	waypoints.As	each	waypoint	is	added,	it	is	assigned	an	index	number	corresponding	to	itsposition	in	the
route	and	drawn	on	the	chart	using	the	currently	specified	symbol.The	following	should	be	noted:•	When	a	route	is	being	built	it	is	not	active	and	does	not	affect	any	current	navigation.•	You	can	include	a	waypoint	more	than	once	in	a	route,	but	the	same	waypoint	cannot	be	placed	consecutively.•	You	can	create	a	new	route	when	the	route	list	is	full
but	on	saving	this,	you	will	beprompted	to	choose	an	existing	route	to	overwrite.•	You	cannot	save	a	new	route	if	any	of	the	waypoints	within	it	are	currently	active.•	The	way	in	which	the	OK	and	CANCEL	buttons	operate	is	different	when	you	arebuilding	and	editing	routes	(see	below).Building	a	route	on	screenYou	can	build	a	route	on	screen	that
consists	of	either	new	or	existing	waypoints	or	acombination	of	both....	using	new	waypoints1.	To	place	the	first	waypoint	in	a	route:BUILD	NEWROUTEPLACE	WAYPOINTPosition	cursorat	requiredpositionTo	place	new	waypoint	at	cursor'spositionD8343_1ROUTES2.	To	place	subsequent	waypoints	in	the	route:Route	1Move	cursor	tonext
waypointpositionCursor	joined	to	waypointwith	dashed	line.Next	waypoint	placedDashed	line	now	solidD8344_1PLACE	WAYPOINTPage	7781221_5.book	Page	61	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart613.	Continue	entering	waypoints.	If	you	make	an	error,	you	can	remove	the	last	waypoint	(see	page	62	for	details).4.	Save
your	route	when	it	is	complete	(see	page	63	for	details).4nmNorth-Up(Relative	Motion)Sunday	Trip#PORT	POINTLocalRTESunday	Trip#GULLY	RIDGEPortsidePort	pointSunday	Trip#CREEK	VIEWPORTSIDESHOW/HIDEROUTES…FOLLOW	ROUTEOPTIONS…BUILD	NEWROUTEREVIEW	AND	EDITROUTES…D6546_2CREEK	POINT...	using	existing
waypointsYou	can	use	waypoints	that	already	exist,	to	build	a	new	route.1.	Create	your	route:Repeat	as	necessaryROUTESUSE	THISWAYPOINTBUILD	NEWROUTEWPTIncludes	waypoint	inrouteD8351_1Move	cursorover	requiredwaypoint.Note:	If	you	make	an	error,	you	can	remove	the	last	waypoint	(see	page	62	for	details).2.	Save	your	route	when
it	is	complete	(see	page	63	for	details).Building	a	route	using	the	waypoint	listYou	may	prefer	to	build	routes	using	existing	waypoints	in	the	waypoint	list:1.	Select	the	Waypoint	List	route	build	option:Page	7881221_5.book	Page	62	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMC-Series	Display	Reference	ManualBUILD	NEWROUTEROUTES...USE
WAYPOINTLISTD6498-3622.	Select	and	insert	the	first	waypoint	in	the	new	route:Make	RouteNew	RouteWaypointsCrag	RockBlyth	BaySandyy	BayyINSERTWAYPOINTNew	Route01	Sandy	BayWaypoint	added	to	New	Route.Highlight	requiredwaypointD8355-1Make	RouteWaypointsCrag	RockBlyth	BaySandy	Bay3.	Continue	entering	waypoints	until
your	route	is	complete.Note:	If	you	make	an	error,	you	can	delete	the	waypoint	from	the	new	route	list	(fordetails	see	page	63).Building	a	route	on-screen	and	via	the	waypoint	listYou	can	build	your	route	using	both	the	on-screen	and	the	waypoint	list	methodsdescribed	on	the	previous	pages.	This	will	necessitate	alternating	control	between	theMake
Route	dialog	and	the	chart.Changing	controlChart	to	Make	Route	dialogMake	RouteWaypointsCrag	RockBlyth	BaySandy	BayUSE	WAYPOINTLIST...New	Route01	Sandy	Bay02	Crag	Rock03	Rush	CreekMake	Route	dialog	to	chartMake	RouteNew	Route01	Sandy	Bay02	Crag	Rock03	Rush	CreekUSE	CURSOR.....D8357-1WaypointsCrag	RockBlyth
BaySandy	BayMaking	changes	to	the	route	being	builtIf	you	make	an	error	whilst	building	a	route	you	can:•	Undo	the	last	waypoint	(on-screen	route	build	only).•	Delete	a	waypoint	from	the	new	route	list	(waypoint	list	route	build	only).•	Abandon	the	route	build.To	remove	the	last	waypoint	when	youare	building	a	route	on-screen:UNDO
WAYPOINTD8352_1Undoing	the	last	waypointPage	7981221_5.book	Page	63	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart63The	waypoint	and	its	dotted	line	are	removed	from	the	screen	and	the	cursor	movesback	to	the	previous	waypoint.	If	you	repeatedly	press	these	keys,	successivewaypoints	are	removed.Delete	a	waypoint
from	the	new	route	listIf	you	insert	a	waypoint	incorrectly	into	a	route	that	you	are	building	via	the	waypointlist,	you	can	remove	it:Make	RouteNew	Route01	Sandy	Bay02	Crag	Rock03	Rush	CreekWaypointsCrag	RockBlyth	BaySandy	BayREMOVEWAYPOINTHighlight	incorrectwaypointNew	Route01	Sandy	Bay02	Rush	CreekRemaining	waypoints
close-upand	renumber	accordinglyD8356-1Make	RouteWaypointsCrag	RockBlyth	BaySandy	BayTo	abandon	the	route	buildTo	cancel	the	route	that	you	are	currently	building	(on-screen	or	via	the	waypoint	list):YESD8353_1CANCELSaving	routesOnce	you	have	built	your	route	either	on	screen	and/or	via	the	waypoint	list	you	havethe	option	to	either:•
Save	and	immediately	follow	the	built	route	(Quick	Route)	Or:•	Save	the	built	route	for	later	use	(and	rename	it	if	required).Quick	routesA	route	that	is	saved	and	immediately	followed	is	referred	to	as	a	Quick	Route.	If	aQuick	Route	already	exists,	it	is	overwritten	unless	you	rename	it	(see	page	82).Route	saved	under	'Quick	Route'Follow	route
commencesD8348-1FOLLOW	(QUICK)ROUTETo	save	the	built	route	for	later	useoSAVE	ROUTE...Save	RouteNameRoute	1EDIT	NAMEEDIT	COLOROr:ColorTo	accept	defaultD8350_1OKNote:	For	further	details	on	editing	a	dialog	box,	please	refer	to	page	11Page	8081221_5.book	Page	64	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM64C-Series	Display
Reference	ManualFollowing	a	routeWhen	you	are	following	a	route	the	active	route	is	shown	on	all	chart	windows.	Whenthe	distance	to	the	next	waypoint	in	the	route	is	less	than	that	specified	for	the	arrivalalarm	radius	(see	page	188),	or	your	boat	reaches	the	closest	point	of	approach	to	thetarget	(defined	by	a	line	passing	through	the	waypoint	and
perpendicular	to	the	routeleg),	a	warning	dialog	is	displayed	and	an	alarm	sounds	(see	page	57).	Once	the	alarmis	acknowledged	the	next	waypoint	is	selected,	the	display	updates	to	indicate	thenext	leg	of	the	route	and	the	system	sends	the	new	navigation	data	to	the	autopilot.There	are	several	ways	to	select	the	follow	route	option:••••Using	Quick
Route.Using	the	cursor.Via	the	route	list.In	reverse	order.Target	waypointhighlighted4nmNorth-UpCourse	to	activewaypoint(Relative	Motion)LocalNORTH	POINTKNOLLADVANCEWAYPOINTSTOP	FOLLOWRESTART	XTED6606-2COWESNote:	You	can	stop	following	an	active	route	at	any	time	by	pressing	STOP	FOLLOW.Follow	using	Quick
RouteBuild	your	routeFOLLOW	(QUICK)ROUTED6542-2This	option	follows	a	route	as	soon	as	it	is	built.	For	more	details	see	page	60.Page	8181221_5.book	Page	65	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart65Follow	using	the	cursorYou	can	either	use	the	cursor	to	select	and	follow	a	route	from	the	start	of	the	route	orfrom	a
selected	waypoint	within	the	route....	from	the	start	of	the	routeFOLLOW	THISROUTED7510-2Position	cursor	over	anyleg	of	required	route...	from	a	selected	waypoint	within	the	routeFOLLOW	FROMHERED6717-3Position	cursor	overappropriate	waypointFollow	using	the	route	listThis	option	directs	you	to	the	start	of	the	route	that	you	have	selected
on	the	route	listand	then	follows	it:Route	ListGOTO...Or:FOLLOW	ROUTEOPTIONS...Color-------------NameQuick	RouteRoute	1Route	2Route	3FOLLOW	ROUTESelect	route	tofollowTo	start	follow	routeD6539-4ROUTES...Follow	in	reverse	orderThis	option	reverses	the	waypoint	order	(i.e.	the	last	waypoint	of	the	original	route	isnow	the	first)	and
renumbers	the	waypoints	accordingly.	The	route	name	moves	to	thereassigned	first	waypoint	and	then	the	system	automatically	activates	the	reversefollow	route	function.Route	ListOr:ROUTES...FOLLOW	ROUTEOPTIONS...Color-------------NameQuick	RouteRoute	1Route	2Route	3Select	requiredrouteREVERSE	ANDFOLLOWReverse-followroute
startsNote:	To	stop	following	an	active	route	at	any	time,	press	STOP	FOLLOW.D8362_1GOTO...Page	8281221_5.book	Page	66	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM66C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualAdvance	to	the	next	waypoint	in	a	routeIf	you	are	following	a	route,	you	have	the	option	to	advance	to	the	next	waypoint	inthat
route.W.Wight12Example:In	this	example,	the	advancewaypoint	option	was	selectedfollowing	arrival	at	Waypoint	2.3This	has	resulted	in	Waypoint	3being	dismissed	and	the	course	ofthe	route	advancing	to	Waypoint	4.4D6603_3W.Wight5To	advance	to	the	next	waypoint	in	a	route:GOTO…OrADVANCEWAYPOINTD6499-4Position	cursor	over
routeNote:	If	the	current	destination	is	the	last	waypoint,	then	it	advances	on	to	the	firstwaypoint	in	the	route.Resetting	cross	track	error	(XTE)When	you	are	following	a	route	or	going	to	a	waypoint,	you	can	restart	the	XTE.	Thisresults	in	a	new	course	from	the	current	vessel	position	to	the	current	target	waypoint.Restarting	XTE	is	useful	if	you	find
yourself	off	track	and	want	to	go	straight	to	yourtarget,	rather	than	get	back	onto	the	original	track.Although	RESTART	XTE	causes	your	vessel	to	change	course,	it	does	not	affect	thesaved	route.When	you	are	following	a	route	..D6549_3RESTART	XTEPage	8381221_5.book	Page	67	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the
Chart67Viewing	details	of	routesDetails	of	all	routes	that	you	create	are	held	in	the	Route	List.	You	can:•	View	the	route	list	and	then	select	the	required	route,	or•	Select	the	required	route	on-screen.The	TIME	and	SOG	options	can	then	be	used	to	aid	passage	planning	by	displaying	thetime	in	hours	or	as	an	ETA	and	the	SOG	as	actual	or	planned.If
the	route	is	currently	being	navigated	to	(active),	the	data	is	updated	to	showbearing,	distance	and	time	from	your	current	position....	via	the	route	list1.	Display	the	Route	List:Select	required	route.	Detailsdisplayed	on	right	of	screen.D8997_1REVIEW	AND	EDITROUTES…ROUTES…2.	Display	details	of	the	selected
route:ETATIMEHOURSand/orROUTE	DETAILS...Toggle	as	requiredD8998_1SOGACTUAL	PLANNED...	with	the	cursor1.	Select	the	route	and	the	REVIEW	AND	EDIT	THIS	ROUTE	option:Position	cursor	overany	leg	of	the	requiredroute2.	Display	details	of	the	selected	route:D9000_1REVIEW	AND	EDITTHIS	ROUTEPage	8481221_5.book	Page	68
Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM68C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualETATIMEHOURSand/orROUTE	DETAILS...Toggle	as	requiredD8998_1SOGACTUAL	PLANNED4.11	Editing	routesOnce	you	have	created	a	route,	it	can	be	edited	in	a	variety	of	ways.	You	can:•	Reverse	a	route	(see	page	65)•	Amend	the	course	of	a	route	(see	page	69).•
Change	the	name	of	a	route	(see	page	73).•	Change	the	color	of	a	route	(see	page	73).•	Erase	a	route	(see	page	73).Note:	An	active	route	can	be	edited,	with	the	exception	of	the	target	waypoint.	If	awaypoint	being	edited	becomes	the	target,	then	the	system	shall	cancel	the	edit;	thewaypoint	shall	remain	in	its	original	position.Selecting	a	route	for
editingFor	a	route	to	be	edited	it	must	first	be	selected	either	via	the	route	list	or	by	selectingthe	appropriate	route	on-screen....	via	the	route	listREVIEW	ANDEDIT	ROUTES	...Highlight	required	routeD8369_1ROUTES	...You	can	now	edit	the	route	as	described	on	page	69....	with	the	cursorRoute	3REVIEW	AND	EDITTHIS	ROUTEMove	cursor
overrequired	routeYou	can	now	edit	the	route	as	described	on	page	69.D8370_1RTEPage	8581221_5.book	Page	69	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart69Editing	the	selected	routeOnce	you	have	selected	the	appropriate	route	(see	previous	section)	you	can	proceedto	edit	it.Reversing	a	routeYou	can	reverse	the	course	of
a	route:4123BayView32REVERSE	ROUTEBayViewSelect	appropriateroute	with	cursor4Waypoints	renumberand	route	name	movesD6541-41Note:	For	details	of	how	to	reverse	and	immediately	follow	a	route,	see	page	65.Changing	the	course	of	a	routeYou	can	amend	the	course	of	a	route	by:•	Adding	a	waypoint	to	the	beginning	or	end	of	the	route	or
between	two	existingwaypoints.•	Moving	a	waypoint	within	a	route.•	Removing	a	waypoint.You	can	effect	these	changes	either	via	the	Make	Route	dialog	box	or	by	selecting	theroute	on	screen	and	then	using	the	appropriate	soft	keys	(not	applicable	when	addinga	waypoint	at	the	beginning	of	a	route).Note:	You	will	not	be	able	to	edit	the	waypoint
that	you	are	currently	navigating	to(target	waypoint).Add	a	waypoint	at	the	beginning	of	a	routeThis	option	changes	the	course	of	a	route	by	adding	an	existing	waypoint	to	the	start	ofthe	route:1.	Select	the	appropriate	route	for	editing	(see	page	68).2.	Display	the	Make	Route	screen:AMEND	ROUTECOURSE…USE	WAYPOINTLIST...Sunday	tour01
Midchannel02	Outer	Harbour03	Harbour	Ent.50016'.75N00106'.095W50047'.356N00106'.604WThe	Make	Route	screen	is	displayedD6507_3Make	RouteWaypointsHarbour	Ent.MidchannelOuter	HarbourPierheadWaypoint	4Page	8681221_5.book	Page	70	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM70C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual3.	Select	the	start	of
the	route	and	the	waypoint	for	insertion:50016'.75N00106'.095WMake	RouteSunday	tour010203WaypointsHarbour	Ent.MidchannelOuter	HarbourPierheadWaypoint	4MidchannelOuter	HarbourHarbour	Ent.50047'.356N00106'.604W50016'.75N00106'.095WSunday	tour010203MidchannelOuter	HarbourHarbour	Ent.50047'.356N00106'.604WMove
control	to	route	column.Return	control	to	Waypointcolumn.Move	highlight	above	firstwaypoint	in	route.Select	waypoint	for	insertion.D8371_1Make	RouteWaypointsHarbour	Ent.MidchannelOuter	HarbourPierheadWaypoint	44.	Insert	waypoint	and	save	route:Make	RouteINSERTWAYPOINTWaypointsHarbour	Ent.MidchannelOuter
HarbourPierheadWaypoint	4Sunday	tour01	Pierhead02	Midchannel03	Outer	Harbour04	Harbour	Ent.50016'.75N00106'.095W50047'.356N00106'.604WSAVE	ROUTE...D8372_1Waypoint	insert	at	beginning	of	route.Route	index	renumbers.Add	a	waypoint	within	a	routeThis	option	inserts	a	waypoint	within	a	route	in	order	to	change	its	course
e.g.North-Up(Relative	Motion)LocalRTEPLACE	WAYPOINTOriginalcoursePositionfor	newwaypointAmendedrouteD6604_24nmPage	8781221_5.book	Page	71	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart71To	add	a	waypoint	within	a	route:PLACEWAYPOINTINSERTWAYPOINTRTEStretch	toposition	fornew	waypointRoute	course
changesRoute	index	renumbersD8373_1RTEMove	cursorover	appropriateleg	of	routeNote:	You	can	also	use	the	method	described	on	page	69,	to	add	a	waypoint	within	aroute.Add	a	waypoint(s)	to	the	end	of	a	routeThis	option	inserts	a	waypoint	(or	series	of	waypoints)	at	the	end	of	a	route	in	order	toextend	its	existing	course.	You	can	create	new
waypoints	for	this	purpose	and/or	use	awaypoint	that	already	exists	in	the	system.1.	Select	the	appropriate	route	for	editing	(see	page	68).2.	Select	the	amend	route	course	option:D8382_1AMEND	ROUTECOURSE...3.	Define	new	or	existing	waypoint:Define	new	waypoint31RTE2Drag	cursor	to	required	position	foradditional	waypointOr:Use	existing
waypointMake	RouteSunday	tour01	Midchannel02	Outer	Harbour03	Harbour	Ent.50016'.75N00106'.095W50047'.356N00106'.604WSelect	waypoint	for	insertion.D8380_1USE	WAYPOINTLIST...WaypointsHarbour	Ent.MidchannelOuter	HarbourPierheadWaypoint	4Page	8881221_5.book	Page	72	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM72C-Series
Display	Reference	Manual4.	Select	waypoint	to	be	added:Add	new	waypoint	at	cursor31PLACE	WAYPOINTRTE2New	leg	added	to	end	of	route.Or:Use	existing	waypointMake	RouteUSE	WAYPOINTLIST...50016'.75N00106'.095WSunday	tour01	Midchannel02	Outer	Harbour03	Harbour	Ent.50047'.356N00106'.604WD8381_1WaypointsHarbour
Ent.MidchannelOuter	HarbourPierheadWaypoint	4New	leg	added	to	end	of	route.5.	If	required,	you	can	add	further	waypoints	to	the	end	of	the	route	by	repeatingsteps	(3)	and	(4)	above.Note:	If	you	wish	to	add	a	combination	of	existing	and	new	waypoints	to	the	end	of	aroute,	you	will	need	to	move	control	from/to	the	on-screen	cursor/Make	Route
screen(see	page	62).Move	a	waypoint	within	a	routeOKMOVE	WAYPOINTMove	cursor	overwaypoint	to	berepositionedDrag	cursor	tonew	positionD8374_1WPTWPTNote:	A	waypoint’s	new	position	will	be	reflected	in	all	other	routes	that	make	use	ofit.Remove	a	waypoint	from	within	a	routeYou	can	remove	a	waypoint	from	within	a	route	provided	that
it	has	not	been	used	inanother	route.	If	you	try	to	remove	a	waypoint	that	is	used	in	another	route,	the	systemwill	warn	you	that	it	cannot	be	removed.REMOVEWAYPOINTMove	cursor	overwaypoint	to	be	removedD8374_1WPTPage	8981221_5.book	Page	73	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart73Changing	the	name	or
color	of	a	routeYou	can	change	the	name	of	a	route	from	the	default	to	a	more	meaningful	one	and/orchange	the	color	if	required.	This	will	make	them	easier	to	distinguish	from	oneanother,	particularly	if	you	have	numerous	routes	in	your	system.1.	Select	the	appropriate	route	for	editing	(see	page	68).2.	Select	the	Edit	Name	or	Edit	Color
option:EDIT	NAMEEdit	RouteNameR	t	1RouteEDIT	NAME	ANDCOLOR...OrColorD8376_1EDIT	COLORSelect	nameor	color3.	Edit	and	save:Edit	RouteNameDartmouthColorColorEdit	color/nameOKSaveD8377_1Edit	RouteNameR	t	1RouteNote:	If	the	route	has	been	saved	by	pressing	FOLLOW	(QUICK)	ROUTE,	the	route	isnamed	‘Quick	Route’.
Changing	its	name	prevents	it	being	overwritten	by	a	new	QuickRoute.Erasing	a	routeYou	can	delete	any	route	in	your	system	except	for	the	one	that	you	are	following.When	you	erase	a	route	the	system	deletes	only	those	waypoints	created	with	thisparticular	route.	Waypoints	that	have	been	created	separately	or	are	used	in	otherroutes	are	not
deleted.To	erase	a	route:1.	Select	the	appropriate	route	for	editing	(see	page	68).ERASE	ROUTEYESD8379-12.	Erase	the	track	or	route:You	can	also	erase	all	or	selected	routes,	using	the	ARCHIVE	&	TRANSFER	function	asdescribed	on	page	19.Page	9081221_5.book	Page	74	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM74C-Series	Display	Reference
Manual4.12	Monitoring	where	you	are	going...	using	chart	vectorsYou	can	display	a	variety	of	graphical	indicators	to	help	monitor	where	you	are	going:Note:	Any	vectors	applied	to	a	chart	window	that	is	set	to	system	view,	will	be	dis-played	in	all	other	system	view	chart	windows.Heading	(HDG)	and	course	over	ground	(COG)	vectorsHeading
vector(HDG)D6772-2Course	over	ground(COG)The	ship’s	heading	(HDG)	is	displayed	as	a	line	with	an	open	arrow	head.	It	does	nottake	account	of	winds	or	tides.The	course	over	ground	(COG)	indicates	the	boat’s	actual	course	and	is	displayed	as	aline	with	two	open	arrow	heads.The	length	of	these	lines	is	determined	by	the	distance	your	boat	will
travel	in	the	timeyou	have	specified	(3	mins,	6	mins	or	infinite)	in	the	Chart	Setup	Menu	(see	page	90)	atthe	current	speed.Any	times	that	you	specify	will	apply	to	all	chart	views	and	if	INFINITE	is	selected	thevector	will	extend	to	the	edge	of	the	chart	window.Note:	If	neither	the	speed	over	ground	(SOG)	or	heading	are	available,	vectors	cannotbe
displayed.Wind	and	tide	arrowsWind	arrowD6773_2Tide	arrowWinds	and	tides	are	displayed	as	lines	with	solid	arrow	heads	in	the	direction	of	thewind	or	tidal	set.	Winds	arrows	point	into	your	boat	and	tidal	arrows	point	away.	Thewidth	of	the	arrow	indicates	its	strength.To	switch	graphical	indicators	on/off:WIND	ARROWON	OFFCOG	VECTORON
OFFHDG	VECTORON	OFFCHART	VECTORSD6548-2DATATIDE	ARROWON	OFFPage	9181221_5.book	Page	75	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart75...	using	the	Course	Deviation	Indicator	(CDI)D6895-2The	CDI	assists	with	accurately	maintaining	your	course	to	your	destination.	A	‘rollingroad’	in	three	dimensional
perspective	provides	a	real-time	display	of	your	boat’scourse.	See	Chapter	8:Using	the	Course	Deviation	Indicator	for	more	information.4.13	Warnings	of	potential	dangersWhen	the	appropriate	equipment	is	installed	and	switched	on,	the	following	alarmswill	be	triggered	when	you	are	in	the	chart	application:•	System	alarms	-	Anchor,	Timer,	Alarm
clock	and	Temperature.•	Navigation	alarms	-	Arrival	and	Off	track.•	Radar	alarms	-	Guard	zones.•	Fishfinder	alarms.•	AIS	alarms.When	an	alarm	is	triggered,	a	buzzer	sounds	and	a	pop-up	window	describing	thealarm	and	how	to	clear	it	is	displayed.	In	some	cases,	the	appropriate	action	is	taken	bythe	Chart.	For	example,	following	an	arrival	alarm,
the	next	route	leg	is	activated.To	switch	these	alarms	on/off	and	set	the	limits:MENUGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...System	Setup...Alarm	Setup...Select	Alarm	SetupNote:	For	more	details	of	alarms,	see	page	187.Alarm	Setup	MenuSystem	Alarms	Setup...Navigation	Alarms	Setup...Radar	Alarms	Setup...Fishfinder	Alarms	Setup...Select	appropriate
sub-menuD8363_1SetupChart	Setup...Cartography	SetupPage	9281221_5.book	Page	76	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM76C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual4.14	Using	the	radar	with	the	chartYou	can	enhance	the	use	of	your	chart	by	combining	it	with	the	following	radarfeatures:•	Radar	range	synchronization•	MARPA.•	Radar
overlay.Synchronizing	the	chart	with	radar	rangeWhen	synchronization	is	switched	on:•	The	radar	range	in	all	radar	windows,	changes	to	match	the	chart	scale.•	‘Sync’	is	indicated	in	the	top	left-hand	corner	of	the	chart	window.•	If	you	change	the	radar	range,	in	any	radar	window,	all	synchronized	chart	viewschange	scale	to	match.•	If	you	change
the	scale	of	a	synchronized	chart	window,	all	radar	windows	changerange	to	match.To	set	the	radar	range	synchronization:CHART	MODE	ANDORIENTATION…RADAR	SYNCOND9102_1PRESENTATION…Note:	Radar	range	synchronization	is	not	available	when	the	chart	motion	mode	is	setto	Autorange.Viewing	MARPA	targets	on	the	chartThe	Mini
Automatic	Radar	Plotting	Aid	(MARPA)	function	is	used	for	target	trackingand	risk	analysis.	Although	set	up	in	radar	mode	or	radar	overlay,	all	MARPA	targetsare	displayed	in	the	chart	window	and	associated	MARPA	functions	can	be	accessedvia	the	chart.	For	detailed	information	on	MARPA	see	page	143.To	access	the	MARPA	controls	when	you	are
in	a	chart	application:On	screen:Select	the	targetwith	cursorOr:ACQUIRE	TARGETWith	radar	overlay	on:MARPAOPTIONS...Marpa	controls	displayedTARGETTRACKING...D6609-3RADAROPTIONS...MARPA	LIST...Page	9381221_5.book	Page	77	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart77Distinguishing	between	fixed	and
moving	objectsYou	can	overlay	radar	image	data	over	your	chart	image	allowing	better	distinctionbetween	fixed	objects	and	other	marine	traffic.	For	best	results,	switch	on	Radar-Chartsynchronization	(see	page	76)	to	ensure	radar	range	and	chart	scale	are	synchronized.To	switch	radar	overlay	on:1.	Select	radar	overlay:RADAR	OVERLAYONCHART
LAYERSD6889-4PRESENTATIONThe	default	soft	keys	change	to	give	access	to	some	of	the	radar	options	and	if	aradar	is	connected,	the	radar	image	will	be	overlaid	on	the	chart	e.g.Radar	rangeNorth-Up(Relative	Motion)OverlayLocalD6896-34nmStatus2.	To	access	radar	and	navigation	options:RADAROPTIONS...x2NAVIGATIONOPTIONS......	For
route	and	track	options.D8364_1OK...	For	target	tracking,	gain	and	targetdisplay	or	to	change	radar	range.Note:	If	radar	overlay	is	applied	to	a	chart	window	that	is	set	to	system	view,	the	over-lay	will	be	displayed	in	all	other	system	view	chart	windows.PRESENTATIONCHART	LAYERSRADAR	OVERLAYOFFD8365_1To	turn	off	radar	overlay:Page
9481221_5.book	Page	78	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM78C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualChanging	the	radar	range	from	the	chart	windowWhen	the	radar	overlay	is	set	to	ON,	the	radar	range	is	indicated	in	the	top	left-handcorner	of	the	chart	window	in	the	same	color	as	the	overlay.	You	can	now	change	theradar
range:OUTRADAROPTIONS...RANGED6585-1D7217-3INNote:	If	RDR	RNG	SYNC	is	set	to	ON	(see	page	76),	the	chart	scale	also	changes4.15	Recording	where	you	have	beenWhat	is	a	track?A	track	is	an	on-screen	trail	that	represents	the	course	you	have	taken.	This	trail	ismade	up	of	a	series	of	track	points	which	are	created	automatically.	You	can
save	thetrack	to	create	a	permanent	record	of	where	you	have	been..North-UpFIND	SHIP(Relative	Motion)GOTO…ROUTES…LocalTRACKS…PRESENTATION…D6607_24nmPage	9581221_5.book	Page	79	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart79How	can	I	use	tracks?Tracks	can	be	used	to:•	Review	where	you	have	been.•
Retrace	your	original	journey	by	converting	the	track	to	a	route	and	automaticallyreversing	it.If	required,	a	track	can	be	personalized	and	the	track	options	customized	to	your	ownparticular	needs.	You	can:•	Rename	a	track.•	Change	the	color	of	a	track.•	Specify	the	time	period	between	track	point	creation	(see	page	90).•	Specify	the	distance
between	each	track	point	(see	page	90).Creating	a	trackTo	start	a	track...[START	TRACKTrack	laid	from	your	boatD6500-2TRACKS…If	the	power	fails	whilst	a	track	is	being	recorded	or	the	position	fix	is	lost,	a	break	willoccur	in	the	track.	Only	the	last	segment	of	a	track	can	be	converted	into	a	route.If	the	maximum	number	of	tracking	points	is
reached,	you	will	be	warned.	The	trackwill	continue	to	be	recorded	with	the	earlier	tracking	points	being	overwritten.To	stop	the	track...Stop	the	tracking	process:SAVE	TRACKOr:STOP	TRACKDISCARD	TRACKOr:CANCEL	STOPCOMMANDD6501-3TRACKS…Page	9681221_5.book	Page	80	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM80C-Series	Display
Reference	ManualCreating	a	route	from	a	trackCreating	a	route	from	a	track	enables	you	to	retrace	the	course	of	that	track.When	a	track	is	converted	the	system	creates	the	closest	route	through	the	recordedtrack,	using	the	minimum	number	of	waypoints.	Each	waypoint	created	will	be	savedwith	the	depth	and	temperature	data	(if	applicable)	for
that	position.On	completion,	the	maximum	deviation	ofthe	route	from	the	recorded	track	isdisplayed	and	the	new	route	is	added	tothe	route	list.	It	can	now	be	displayed,edited	and	erased	etc.	in	the	same	way	asother	routes	in	the	system.D8366-1Note:	If	a	track	break	occurs,	only	the	lastsegment	is	converted	to	a	route.CAUTION:Before	following	the
route,	ensure	that	it	is	safe	for	navigation,	noting	that	itmay	deviate	from	your	actual	path	travelled....	from	the	current	trackYou	can	create	a	route	from	the	track	that	you	are	currently	laying.	This	method	willtake	a	‘snapshot’	of	the	track	to	date,	convert	it	to	a	route	and	then	continue	laying	thetrack:1.	Select	the	track	list:Track	ListCREATE
ROUTEFROM	TRACK…NameTrack	1Track	2Track	3Track	4D6505_3TRACKS…Color-------------2.	Create	a	route	from	current	track:Route	generated	anddialog	box	displayedYESOrNOTo	accept	default(numbered)D8367_1CREATE	ROUTEFROM	TRACK…Route	generation	completed.Maximum	deviation	fromoritinal	track	equals	0,001nm.Please	check
route	beforenavigating.	Do	you	want	to	namethe	route?Note:	Alternatively	you	can	also	select	the	current	track	with	the	cursor	and	convert	itto	a	route.Page	9781221_5.book	Page	81	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart81...from	a	saved	trackYou	can	create	a	route	from	a	track	that	you	have	already	saved:To	name	the
routeCREATE	ROUTEFROM	TRACK…TRACKRoute	generated	anddialog	box	displayedPosition	cursorover	trackYESOr:NOTo	accept	default(numbered)D8368_1Route	generation	completed.Maximum	deviation	fromoritinal	track	equals	0,001nm.Please	check	route	beforenavigating.	Do	you	want	to	namethe	route?Track	2Note:	Alternately	you	can
select	the	track	via	the	track	list	-	see	page	80.4.16	Editing	tracksOnce	you	have	created	a	track,	it	can	be	edited	in	a	variety	of	ways.	You	can:•	Change	the	name	of	a	track	(see	page	82).•	Change	the	color	of	a	track	(see	page	82).•	Erase	a	track	(see	page	82).Selecting	a	track	for	editingFor	a	track	to	be	edited	it	must	first	be	selected	either	via	the
track	list	or	by	selectingthe	appropriate	track	on-screen....	via	the	track	listTRACKS	...REVIEW	ANDEDIT	TRACKS	...Highlight	required	trackTrack	2TRACKPosition	cursorover	trackD8674_1...	via	the	cursorPage	9881221_5.book	Page	82	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM82C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualEditing	the	selected	trackOnce	you



have	selected	the	appropriate	track	(see	previous	section)	you	can	proceedto	edit	it.Changing	the	name	or	color	of	a	trackYou	can	change	the	name	of	a	track	from	the	default	to	a	more	meaningful	one	and/orchange	the	color	if	required.	This	will	make	them	easier	to	distinguish	from	oneanother,	particularly	if	you	have	numerous	tracks	in	your
system.1.	Select	the	appropriate	track	for	editing	(see	page	81).2.	Select	the	Edit	Name	or	Edit	Color	option:EDIT	NAME	ANDCOLOR...EDIT	NAMEEdit	TrackNameT	k1TrackOrColorD8739_1EDIT	COLORSelect	nameor	color3.	Edit	and	save:Edit	RouteNameDartmouthColorColorEdit	color/nameOKSaveD8377_1Edit	RouteNameR	t	1RouteErasing	a
trackYou	can	delete	any	track	in	your	system:1.	Select	the	appropriate	track	for	editing	(see	page	81).ERASE	TRACKYESD8741-12.	Erase	the	track:You	can	also	erase	all	or	selected	tracks,	using	the	ARCHIVE	&	TRANSFER	function	asdescribed	on	page	21.Page	9981221_5.book	Page	83	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the
Chart834.17	Defining	how	the	chart	windows	are	presentedEach	chart	window	can	be	tailored	to	meet	your	particular	needs.	You	can:•	Set	the	chart	view	for	individual	windows	or	system	wide	(see	below).•	Change	how	the	chart	is	orientated	(see	page	84).•	Change	the	way	your	chart	is	drawn	in	relation	to	your	boat	movement	(seepage
85).Working	with	multiple	chart	viewsIf	you	have	more	than	one	chart	window,	you	can	either	share	the	presentation	orpresent	each	window	independently.	The	option	you	have	chosen	is	indicated	on	thechart	status	bar	as	LOCAL	or	SYSTEM.System	chart	viewWhen	a	chart	application	is	started	it	defaults	to	system	view.	Any	windows	set	tosystem
view	will	have	the	same	presentation	as	other	system	windows	for:•	Chart	mode	and	orientation.•	Chart	layers	-	radar	and	AIS.•	Radar/chart	synchronization.•	Show/hide	waypoints,	routes	and	tracks.•	Declutter.•	Vectors.If	you	change	any	of	these	options	in	one	window,	ALL	system	windows	will	update.Local	chart	viewWhen	local	chart	view	is
selected	the	presentation	for	each	window	is	setindependently.Defining	chart	window	presentationPRESENTATIONCHART	VIEWLOCAL	SYSTEMD6586_3To	define	how	the	chart	windows	are	presented:Note:	The	motion	mode	will	be	set	but	not	synchronized	across	windows	when	thechart	view	is	set	to	system.Page	10081221_5.book	Page	84
Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM84C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualSetting	the	orientation	of	the	chartThe	orientation	of	a	chart	refers	to	the	relationship	between	the	chart	and	the	directionthat	you	are	travelling	in.	It	is	used	in	conjunction	with	motion	mode	(see	page	85)	tocontrol	how	your	boat	and	chart	relate	to	one	another	and	how	they
are	displayed	onscreen.	The	mode	that	you	choose	is	restored	at	power	up.	Any	changes	that	you	maketo	a	chart	window	that	is	set	to	system	view	will	be	reflected	in	all	other	system	viewchart	windows.	The	following	options	are	available:North	Up	(N-up)In	North	Up	mode,	the	chart	orientation	is	fixed	with	true	north	upwards.	As	yourheading
changes	the	boat	symbol	moves	accordingly.	This	is	the	default	mode	for	thechart	application.Head	Up	(H-up)Head	Up	mode	displays	the	chart	with	your	boat’s	current	heading	upwards.	As	theheading	changes	the	boat	symbol	remains	fixed	and	the	chart	picture	rotates	accordingly.Notes:	(1)	To	prevent	continuous	backwards	and	forwards	rotations
as	the	boatyaws	from	side-to-side,	the	chart	will	not	update	unless	the	headingchanges	by	at	least	10	degrees	from	the	last	displayed	orientation.(2)	It	is	not	possible	to	select	Head	Up	when	the	motion	mode	is	set	to	True.Course	Up	(C-UP)In	Course	Up	mode,	the	chart	picture	is	stabilized	and	shown	with	your	current	courseupwards.	As	your	boat’s
heading	changes,	the	ship	symbol	moves	accordingly.	If	youselect	a	new	course,	the	picture	will	reset	to	display	the	new	course	upwards.The	reference	used	for	Course-Up	depends	upon	the	information	available	at	a	giventime.	The	system	always	prioritizes	this	information	in	the	following	order.:1.	Bearing	from	origin	to	destination,	i.e.	intended
course.2.	Locked	heading	from	an	Autopilot.3.	Bearing	to	waypoint.4.	Instantaneous	heading.If	heading	data	becomes	unavailable	whilst	in	this	mode,	a	warning	message	will	beshown	and	the	chart	uses	0°	heading	in	relative	motion.PRESENTATION…CHART	MODE	ANDORIENTATION…ORIENTATIONH-UP	N-UP	C-UPD6511_2To	set	the	orientation
of	the	chart:Page	10181221_5.book	Page	85	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart85Setting	the	motion	modeThe	motion	mode	controls	the	relationship	between	the	chart	and	your	boat.	Whilstmotion	mode	is	active,	as	your	boat	moves,	the	chart	is	redrawn	to	keep	the	boat	onscreen.	The	three	motion	modes	are:•	Relative
motion.•	True	motion.•	Autorange.When	you	pan	the	chart	or	toggle	FIND	SHIP/CURSOR	to	CURSOR,	the	motion	mode	issuspended.	This	is	indicated	in	the	status	bar	by	‘(	)’	around	the	motion	mode	andenables	you	to	view	another	area	of	the	chart	whilst	navigating.	To	reset	the	motionmode	and	return	your	boat	to	the	screen,	press	FIND	SHIP.
Manually	changing	therange	in	autorange	also	suspends	motion	mode.PRESENTATION…CHART	MODE	ANDORIENTATION…MOTION	MODETM	RM	ARD6512-2The	default	setting	is	relative	motion	with	zero	offset.	The	mode	that	you	select	isrestored	at	power	up.	When	a	chart	window	is	set	to	SYSTEM	view	the	motion	modewill	be	set	but	not
synchronized	across	other	system	view	windows.Relative	motion	(RM)	with	optional	vessel	offsetWhen	the	motion	mode	is	set	to	Relative,	the	position	of	your	boat	is	fixed	on	thescreen	and	the	chart	picture	moves	relative	to	your	boat.You	can	specify	using	the	VESSEL	OFFSET	soft	key,	whether	the	boat	is	fixed	in	thecentre	of	the	window	(0	offset)	or
offset	by	1/3	or	2/3.	If	you	change	the	offset	to	1/3	or2/3,	the	view	ahead	of	your	boat	will	be	increased.0	Vessel	offset1/3	Vessel	offsetD6839_30	Vessel	offsetPage	10281221_5.book	Page	86	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM86C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualD6840_2In	the	following	example	the	motion	mode	has	been	set	to	Relative	with	a
vessel	offsetof	1/3.	The	boat	is	fixed	in	the	offset	position	and	the	chart	moves	accordingly:True	motion	(TM)When	the	motion	mode	is	set	to	True,	the	chart	is	fixed	and	the	boat	moves	in	trueperspective	to	fixed	landmasses	on	the	screen.	As	the	boat’s	position	approaches	theedge	of	the	screen,	the	chart	picture	is	automatically	reset	to	reveal	the	area
ahead	ofthe	boat.D6841-2Note:	It	is	not	possible	to	select	True	Motion	when	the	orientation	is	set	to	Head	Up.AutorangeAutorange	selects	and	maintains	the	largest	possible	scale	of	chart	that	will	displayboth	the	boat	and	the	target	waypoint.	Autorange	is	not	available	if	radar-chartsynchronization	is	on.4.18	Altering	the	level	of	chart	detail
displayedThe	chart	features	that	you	need	to	see	will	vary	according	to	your	particular	needs	andcircumstances.	You	can	adjust	this	level	of	detail	by	showing/	hiding	the	followingfeatures:•	Waypoints.•	Waypoint	index	of	a	route.•	Individual	routes	and	tracks.•	Cartographic	features.•	Chart	vectors	for	COG,	heading,	tide	and	wind	(seepage	74)Note:
You	can	also	specify	the	level	of	detail	on	the	chart	display	(simple,	detailed	orextra	detailed).	For	more	details,	see	page	93.Page	10381221_5.book	Page	87	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart87Showing	or	hiding	waypoints/waypoint	informationThe	system	has	various	options	to	control	the	display	of	waypoints	and
waypointinformation.	You	can	show	or	hide	all	your	waypoints	and	their	names	or	show	or	hidewaypoints	by	group	or	by	symbol.These	options	are	particularly	useful	when	you	have	placed	a	large	number	ofwaypoints	in	a	small	area	and	rendered	your	chart	difficult	to	interpret.Note:	The	show/hide	status	of	a	waypoint	is	a	local	setting	and	will
therefore	only	af-fect	the	individual	display	on	which	you	are	working.Show/hide	by	group/symbolYou	can	show	or	hide	waypoints	with	a	particular	symbol	or	belonging	to	a	specifiedgroup:1.	Select	to	show/hide	by	waypoint	group	or	symbol:SHOW	BYSYMToggle	to	symbol	orgroupD6879_2SHOW/HIDEWAYPOINTS...PRESENTATION...2.	Change
status	to	show	or	hide	as	required.SHOW	BY	GROUPSHOWSHOWHIDESelect	relevant	groupON	CHARTSHOWToggle	to	requiredstatusD8383_1My	WaypointsFishingDivingShow/hide	waypoint	namePRESENTATION…SHOW/HIDEWAYPOINTS	...WAYPOINT	NAMEOND6881_2You	can	show	or	hide	the	waypoint	names	from	the	screen:Show/hide
waypoint	indexROUTES…SHOW/HIDEROUTES…WAYPOINT	INDEXOND6595-2The	order	of	waypoints	within	a	route	is	indicated	by	the	waypoint	index.	To	show/hidethis	index:Page	10481221_5.book	Page	88	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM88C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualShowing	or	hiding	a	route	or	a	trackYou	can	define	which	routes
or	tracks	are	shown	or	hidden	from	the	screen.	When	aroute	is	set	to	HIDE,	the	route	line	is	not	displayed.	The	display	of	waypoints	within	ahidden	route	depends	however	on	the	show/hide	waypoint	setting	(see	page	87).	Theactive	route	is	always	displayed	irrespective	of	the	display	status.Note:	The	show/hide	status	of	a	route	or	track	applied	to	a
chart	window	that	is	set	tosystem	view,	will	be	displayed	in	all	other	system	view	chart	windows....	using	the	cursorYou	can	use	the	cursor	method	to	hide	a	route	or	track.RoutesHIDE	ROUTERTEMove	cursor	overappropriate	routeOrTracksHIDE	TRACKTRACKD8390_1Move	cursor	overappropriate	trackNote:	Use	the	route/track	list	to	return	the
display	status	to	SHOW....	via	the	route/track	listYou	can	show	or	hide	a	route	/track	via	the	appropriate	list:1.	Select	the	Show/Hide	Route	or	Show/Hide	Track	option:RoutesSHOW/HIDEROUTES…ROUTES…Or:TracksSHOW/HIDETRACKS…D8388-1TRACKS…2.	Select	required	route	or	track:Page	10581221_5.book	Page	89	Thursday,	October	11,
2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart89RoutesROUTE	ON	CHARTSHOWSet	to	SHOW	or	HIDEas	requiredHighlight	required	routeOrTracksTRACK	ON	CHARTSHOWSet	to	SHOW	or	HIDEas	requiredD8389-1Highlight	required	trackShowing	or	hiding	cartographic	featuresIf	there	are	a	large	number	of	cartographic	objects	in	a	particular	area,
you	can	reducethe	amount	of	detail	by	de-cluttering	the	chart	display.	Turning	declutter	on	hides	thefollowing	cartographic	objects:•	Text.•	Chart	boundaries.•	Spot	soundings.•	Depth	contours.•	Light	sectors.•	Caution	&	routing	data.•	Land	and	marine	features.•	Business	services	(if	available	on	your
cartography)PRESENTATIONDECLUTTERONOFFD6492-2To	declutter	your	chart:If	the	declutter	option	is	applied	to	a	chart	window	that	is	set	to	SYSTEM	view,	thedeclutter	will	be	applied	to	all	other	system	view	chart	windows.	If	decluttering	doesnot	hide/show	the	particular	features	of	your	choice,	they	can	be	turned	on/offindividually	via	the
Cartography	Setup	menu	(see	page	93).Page	10681221_5.book	Page	90	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM90C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual4.19	Setting	up	your	chart	and	its	cartographyThe	set	up	for	your	chart	and	its	cartography	can	be	changed	from	the	standardconfiguration	to	suit	your	particular	needs.	Although	you	will	probably	only
do	thiswhen	you	first	use	the	chart,	you	may	decide	to	make	subsequent	adjustments	onceyou	become	more	familiar	with	the	system.	Any	settings	that	you	change	are	retainedeven	when	you	power	off.Chart	SetupTo	select	the	Chart	Setup	Menu:Chart	Setup	MenuSetupObject	InformationVector	LengthPoints	ONInfiniteGPS	Status...Compass
Setup...Record	Vessel	Track	ByTrack	IntervalTime1	secsDatumChart	Offset...WGS	1984Highlight	Chart	Setup	menuD8391_1MENUChart	Setup...Cartography	SetupEnter	Chart	Setup	menuThe	following	table	details	the	functions	and	options	within	the	Chart	Setup	menu:FUNCTIONOPTIONSDescription(Default	in	bold)Object	InformationOFF	-	No
info	pop-up	is	displayed	but	detailed	data	can	still	be	displayed	by	pressing	OK.ALL	ON	-	the	info	pop-up	for	all	cartographic	areas	(includingobjects)	is	displayed.Points	ON	-	the	info	pop-up	only	displayed	for	objects	selected	withthe	cursor.Vector	LengthThe	time	period	specified	for	drawing	COG	and	Heading	vectors.Record	Vessel	Track	ByAUTO	-
system	automatically	creates	track	points.TIME	-	for	track	point	creation	by	time.DISTANCE	-	for	track	point	creation	by	distance.OFFAll	ONPoints	ON3	Mins6	MinsInfiniteAutoTimeDistancePage	10781221_5.book	Page	91	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart91FUNCTIONOPTIONSDescription(Default	in	bold)Track
IntervalOptions	available	depend	on	setting	in	Record	Vessel	Track	Byfunction:TIME	-	specify	time	period	between	track	points	creation.DISTANCE	-	specify	distance	between	track	points	creation.AUTO	-	no	options	availableTIME	selected:1	sec5	secs10	secs30	secs1	min3	min5	min10	min30	minDISTANCE	selected:0.1	nm0.5	nm1.0	nmDatumGrid
moves	according	to	datum	selected	and	the	lat/lon	of	cartographic	features	change.	System	attempts	to	set	up	any	GPS	to	thenew	mode	and	indicates	whether	successful	or	not.	See	additionalinformation	below.Chart	OffsetMoves	the	position	of	the	chart	in	order	to	correct	for	positionerrors	in	the	cartography.	See	below	for	further	information.WGS
84List	of	datum	providedONOFFDatumFor	your	GPS	and	chart	to	correlate	accurately	with	your	paper	charts,	they	will	need	tobe	using	the	same	datum.	The	default	datum	for	your	display	is	WGS1984.	If	this	is	notsuitable,	you	can	change	the	setting.	When	you	adjust	the	datum	of	the	C-SeriesDisplay,	a	Raymarine	GPS	will	automatically	correlate.	If
you	have	a	third	party	GPS,you	will	need	to	correlate	this	separately.CAUTION:*	Changing	the	chart	datum	does	not	cause	any	waypoint	or	routesstored	in	the	chartplotter	to	move	on	the	display,	although	their	latitude	andlongitude	changes	to	reflect	the	new	datum.When	adding	waypoints	numerically	to	the	waypoint	list,	or	via	SeaTalk	orNMEA,	it
is	important	that	they	are	referenced	to	the	same	datum	to	whichthe	display	is	currently	set.Chart	OffsetThis	feature	allows	you	to	move	the	position	of	the	chart	in	order	to	correct	for	positionerrors	in	the	cartography.	This	adjustment	is	indicated	as	a	distance	north/west	(+ve)or	south/east	(-ve)	from	your	vessel	position	to	a	maximum	of	1000m.	To
view	theeffects	of	an	offset	you	can	turn	the	feature	on/off.	Once	calculated,	the	offset	isapplied	to	all	charts.Page	10881221_5.book	Page	92	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM92C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualImportant:	Any	offset	entered	will	be	applied	to	all	charts	on	the	chart	card.	Youshould	therefore	ensure	that	this	feature	is	switched
off	once	you	have	transitioned	offof	the	errant	chart.	Any	charting	errors	that	you	discover	should	be	reported	toNavionics	(see	page	202).To	switch	on	chart	offset:Alarm	Setup	MenuObject	InformationVector	LengthPoints	ONInfiniteDatumChart	Offset...WGS	1984OFFSETONToggle	to	OND7187-3Select	Chart	OffsetNote:	If	your	vessel	position	is	not
available,	the	current	chart	centre	is	used	as	the	reference	point.Changing	the	offset	valueTo	change	the	offset	value:1.	Select	the	Chart	Offset	function	(see	previous	section)2.	Set	the	north/south	offset	value:ADJUST	N-S0ftADJUST	N-S-80ftor:Adjust	North/South	level	asrequired.D7188_3SET	OFFSET...3.	Set	the	east/west	offset	value:ADJUST	E-
W0ftADJUST	E-W121ftor:Adjust	East/	Westlevel	as	required.PressResetting	the	offset	valueTo	reset	the	chart	offset	to	zero:1.	Select	the	Chart	Offset	function	(see	previous	section).2.	Reset	to	zero:OKD8384_1OrPage	10981221_5.book	Page	93	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	4:	Using	the	Chart93CLEAR	OFFSETD8393_1SET
OFFSET...Cartography	SetupThe	Cartographic	Setup	Menu	allows	you	to	configure	what	is	displayed	on	your	chart:To	select	the	Cartography	Setup	Menu:SetupMENUChart	Setup...Cartography	Setup...GPS	Status...Compass	Setup...Cartography	Setup	MenuChart	DisplayChart	GridChart	TextChart	BoundariesSpot
SoundingsDetailedOnOnONONHighlight	CartographySetup	menuD8392_1Enter	CartographySetup	menuThe	following	table	details	the	functions	and	options	within	the	Cartography	Setupmenu:FUNCTIONOPTIONSDescription(Default	in	bold)Chart	DisplayThe	level	of	detail	shown	on	the	chart.SimpleDetailedExtra	detailedChart	GridGrid	lines	of
latitude	and	longitude.ONOFFChart	TextText	appearing	on	the	chart	e.g.	place	names	etc.ONOFFChart	BoundariesThe	line	indicating	the	boundary	of	the	chart.ONOFFSpot	SoundingsNumber	on	the	chart	indicating	depth.ONOFFSafety	ContourAreas	with	depths	shallower	that	the	specified	value,	are	shaded	ina	darker	blue	than	those	areas	with
depths	greater	than	the	specified	value.OFF6ft9ft16ft19ft32ft65ft(Contour	always	drawn	at	ordeeper	than	the	selecteddepth).Page	11081221_5.book	Page	94	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM94C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualFUNCTIONOPTIONSDescription(Default	in	bold)Depth	ContourA	line	indicating	the	depth	at	a	particular
position.ALL16ft19ft32ft65ftOFFNav.	MarksONOFFNav.	Marks	SymbolsThe	set	of	symbology	used	for	navigation	marks.Corresponds	to	paper	charts.InternationalUSLight	SectorsThe	sector	of	light	cast	by	a	fixed	beacon.ONOFFCaution	&	Routing	DataONOFFMarine	FeaturesThe	following	cartographic	features	displayed	on	the	water	cables,	nature
of	seabed	points,	tide	station,	current	stations	andport	information.ONOFFLand	FeaturesThe	cartographic	features	that	are	displayed	on	the	land.ONOFFColored	Seabed	AreasIn	available	areas	(e.g.	Portugal)	this	gives	greater	definition	ofseabed.ONOFFBackground	ColorThe	color	of	background	water	when	there	is	no	Navionics
cartography.WhiteBlueBusiness	ServicesThe	symbols	indicating	the	location	of	a	businessONOFFRoadsMajor	coastal	roadsONOFFAdditional	WrecksExtended	wrecks	data	for	new	wrecksONOFFPage	11181221_5.book	Page	95	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder95Chapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder5.1	IntroductionThis
chapter	describes	how	the	Fishfinder	uses	sonar	to	see	fish,	bottom	structure	andtexture,	and	underwater	obstructions	such	as	wrecks.The	standard	fishfinder	image	is	a	historical,	scrolling	bottom	graph	at	anautomatically	selected	range	and	frequency.	Various	functions	are	provided	toimprove	the	underwater	view,	select	what	is	displayed	and
sound	an	alarm	including:•	Changing	the	view	displayed	(Zoom,	A-Scope	or	Bottom	Lock).•	Adjusting	the	range	and	zoom.•	Shifting	the	image.•	Simplifying	the	bottom	image	and	isolating	bottom	fish.•	Pausing	the	scrolling	image.•	Switching	the	depth	digit	on/off.•	Using	waypoints	to	mark	a	position.•	Determining	depths	and	distances	of	targets.•
Fishfinder	alarms	(fish,	depth	or	water	temperature).•	Setting	up	the	fishfinder	application	including	manually	adjusting	the	frequencyand	adjusting	the	gain	values.Note:	Please	refer	to	the	Installation	Guide	for	fishfinder	calibration	information.5.2	How	does	the	Fishfinder	work?The	fishfinder	application	uses	a	Digital	Sounder	Module	(DSM)	to
process	sonarsignals	from	a	suitable	transducer	and	provide	a	detailed	underwater	view.The	transducer	located	on	the	bottom	of	the	boat	sends	pulses	of	sound	waves	into	thewater	and	measures	the	time	it	takes	for	the	sound	wave	to	travel	to	the	bottom	andback.	The	returning	sound	echoes	are	affected	by	bottom	structure	and	by	any	otherobjects
in	their	path,	e.g.	fish,	wrecks,	reefs.The	Digital	Sounder	Module	(DSM)	processes	these	echoes	and	sends	data	to	thefishfinder	which	displays	a	visual	interpretation	of	the	underwater	view.	The	strengthof	echoes	is	indicated	on	the	display	by	different	colors.	You	can	use	this	information	todetermine	the	bottom	structure,	the	size	of	fish	and	other
objects	in	the	water	e.g.debris,	air	bubbles.Notes:	(1)	The	DSM	will	operate	at	a	frequency	of	50	kHz	or	200	kHz.(2)	Some	transducers	will	also	enable	the	fishfinder	to	display	watertemperature	and/or	speed.Page	11281221_5.book	Page	96	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM96C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual5.3	What	can	the	fishfinder	show
me?When	you	first	view	the	fishfinder	application,	an	image	representing	the	echoes	seenby	the	DSM	is	displayed.	As	time	passes	this	image	scrolls	from	right	to	left	andbecomes	a	record	of	the	echoes	seen.	The	images	at	the	right	hand	side	of	the	displayare	therefore	the	most	recent.The	fishfinder	window	will	display:•	The	bottom	together	with	any
bottom	structure	such	as	reefs	and	shipwrecks	etc.•	Target	images	indicating	fish.•	A	status	bar	noting	the	frequency	and	gain	settings.•	The	bottom	depth.You	can	customize	the	fishfinder	to:•	Hide	the	depth	of	the	targets	-	see	page	106.•	Show	the	depth	lines	-	see	page	113.•	Change	the	color	palette	and	the	depth	displayed	-	see	page	113.•	Pause
or	change	the	scroll	speed	-	see	page	105.•	Enable	a	fish,	shallow	or	deep	water	alarm	-	see	page	110	and	page	188•	Adjust	the	DSM	and	Transducer	to	suit	local	conditions	-	see	page	110.Frequency	modeFrequencyGain	modeCursor	controlledby	trackpadGain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoBottom
oftransducerDepthmarkers50Targetdepth6968TargetBottomFISHFINDERSETTINGS...ZOOM...BOTTOMLOCK...A-SCOPE...PRESENTATION...D6669-4BottomdepthPage	11381221_5.book	Page	97	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder97Interpreting	the	bottom	structureThe	bottom	usually	produces	a	strong	echo.
These	images	indicate	the	bottomconditions	as	follows:.A	hard	bottom	(sand)	produces	a	thin	lineA	soft	bottom	(mud	or	seaweed	cover)	produces	a	wide	line.The	dark	layer	indicates	a	strong	signal.D6855-2A	rocky	or	uneven	bottom	or	a	wreck	produces	an	irregularimage	with	peaks	and	troughsThe	dark	layers	indicate	a	good	echo;	the	lighter	areas
weaker	echoes.	This	could	meanthat	the	upper	layer	is	soft	and	therefore	allowing	sound	waves	to	pass	to	the	moresolid	layer	below.It	is	also	possible	that	the	sound	waves	are	making	two	complete	trips	–	hitting	thebottom,	bouncing	off	the	boat,	then	reflecting	off	the	bottom	again.	This	can	happen	ifthe	water	is	shallow,	the	bottom	is	hard,	or	gain	is
set	high.The	Fishfinder	provides	various	features	to	help	you	interpret	the	fishfinder	picture.Factors	influencing	target	displayThe	shape	and	size	of	this	mark	is	influenced	by	a	combination	of	factors:Boat	speedThe	shape	of	the	target	changes	along	with	your	speed.	Slower	speeds	return	flatter,more	horizontal	marks.	As	your	boat’s	speed	increases,
the	target	will	tend	to	thickenand	arch	slightly;	until	at	fast	speeds	the	mark	resembles	a	double	vertical	line.The	depth	of	the	targetThe	closer	the	target	to	the	surface	the	larger	the	mark	on	screen.Page	11481221_5.book	Page	98	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM98C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualNote:	The	depth	of	individual	targets	can	be
displayed	by	switching	on	the	TargetDepth	ID	in	the	Fishfinder	Setup	Menu.	The	number	of	target	depths	displayed	is	influenced	by	the	fish	alarm	sensitivity	level	(see	page	188).TargetdepthD6890-2TargetThe	size	of	the	targetThe	larger	the	target,	the	larger	the	return	on	the	fishfinder	display.	The	size	of	a	fishtarget	is	however	dependent	upon	the
size	of	the	fish’s	swim	bladder	rather	than	itsoverall	size.	This	swim	bladder	will	vary	in	size	between	different	breeds	of	fish.The	frequency	of	the	transducerThe	same	target	will	appear	differently	when	the	transducer	frequency	is	changed.	Thelower	the	frequency	the	broader	the	mark.Factors	impairing	a	fishfinder	pictureAlthough	weaker	than	the
fish	or	bottom	echoes,	your	fishfinder	picture	may	beimpaired	by	echoes	received	from	floating	or	submerged	debris,	air	bubbles	or	fromyour	boat’s	movements.	This	is	known	as	background	noise	or	clutter	and	is	controlledby	the	gain	modes	(gain,	color	gain	and	TVG).	Raymarine	recommends	that	you	allowyour	system	to	automatically	control	the
ideal	sensitivity	level	based	on	depth	andwater	conditions.	You	can	however	adjust	these	settings	manually	if	you	prefer.	Formore	details,	please	refer	to	page	116.Seeing	a	live	imageThe	standard	fishfinder	display	shows	a	historical	record	of	fishfinder	echoes.	Ifrequired,	you	can	display	a	live	image	of	the	bottom	structure	and	the	fish	directlybelow
the	transducer	by	using	the	A-Scope	feature.	The	width	of	the	bottom	coveredby	the	A-Scope	is	indicated	at	the	bottom	of	the	window.	A-Scope	provides	a	moreprecise	and	easier	to	interpret	indication	of	the	target	strength.Page	11581221_5.book	Page	99	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder99There	are	three	A-
Scope	modes	which	are	selected	for	individual	fishfinder	windows:IMODE	2The	left-hand	sideof	the	Mode	1image	is	expandedto	give	a	moredetailed	view.MODE	1The	A-scopeimage	is	centredin	the	window.MODE	3The	A-scopeimage	anglesoutward	assignal	widthincreases	withdepth.D6674-3To	display	the	A-Scope	image:1.	Select	the	A-Scope
option:A-scopeimageStandard	fishfinder	image020A-SCOPE...30A-SCOPEON40Toggle	to	OND6675-2502.	Select	the	required	A-Scope	mode:Toggle	to	requiredmodeOKD8439_1A-SCOPE	MODE1Note:	Selecting	A-Scope	automatically	switches	OFF	Bottom	Lock	and	Zoom.Page	11681221_5.book	Page	100	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM100C-
Series	Display	Reference	Manual5.4	Enhancing	what	you	seeYou	can	enhance	the	image	by	applying	the	following	options:•	Change	the	range	(Range).•	Shift	the	selected	viewing	range	(Range	Shift).•	View	a	zoomed	area	(Zoom).•	Flatten	the	bottom	image	to	help	separate	fish	from	the	bottom	(Bottom	Lock)•	Isolate	bottom	fish	(White	Line/Bottom
Fill)•	Pause	the	scrolling	image	or	adjust	the	rate	at	which	the	image	scrolls	(Scroll	Pause/Scroll	Speed)•	Change	the	size	of	or	remove	the	depth	digit.Changing	the	rangeThe	DSM	automatically	adjusts	the	display	to	show	the	shallowest	required	range.Alternatively,	you	can	select	to	range	in/out	on	the	image	(up	to	the	maximum	depthdisplayed	on
the	scrolling	bottom	and	A-Scope	images).	Changes	to	the	range	arereflected	in	all	Fishfinder	windows.To	select	manual/auto	range	mode:To	return	toautorange:OUTRANGED6585-1INRANGEAUTOToggle	to	AUTOD8440_1To	select	andadjust	manualrange	mode:Shifting	the	imageThe	DSM	automatically	adjusts	the	display	to	keep	the	bottom	in	the
lower	half	of	thedisplay	window.	Alternatively,	you	can	shift	the	image	within	the	current	range.Changes	to	the	range	shift	are	reflected	in	all	Fishfinder	windows.To	shift	the	image:e.g.OUTRANGEMANRANGED6585-1RANGE	SHIFT0FTRANGE	SHIFT5FTToggle	to	MANPress	to	highlightTo	return	to	the	standard	fishfinder	image:Toggle	to
AUTOD8442_1RANGEAUTOAdjust	shift	valueas	required.D8441_1INPage	11781221_5.book	Page	101	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder101Zooming	in	on	the	bottomIf	necessary	you	can	zoom	in	on	the	bottom	to	display	more	detail.	This	zoom	optionenables	you	to:•	Replace	the	standard	fishfinder	image	with	the
zoomed	image	or	display	thezoomed	image	alongside	the	standard	fishfinder	image.•	Set	to	zoom	level	to	one	of	the	pre-defined	zoom	factor	levels	or	adjusted	manually.•	Reposition	the	portion	of	the	image	to	be	zoomed,	if	required.Note:	When	the	range	increases,	the	area	shown	in	the	zoom	window	also	increases.Selecting	a	split	or	full	screen
zoomed	imageYou	can	either	replace	the	standard	fishfinder	image	with	the	zoomed	image	(ZOOMON)	or	split	the	screen	and	display	the	zoomed	image	alongside	the	standardfishfinder	image	(ZOOM	SPLIT).	The	zoomed	section	is	indicated	on	the	standardfishfinder	screen	by	a	zoom	box	(see	illustration	below).Zoom	range	boxStandard	fishfinder
imageZoomrangeZoomZxRindicatorZOOMONSPLITOFFZOOM	FACTORx2	x3	x4	xRZOOM	RANGE4500ftZOOM	POSITIONAUTO	MANZOOM	START52.7ftD6676-3ZoomboxTo	select	a	split	or	full	screen:ZOOMONOrZOOMSPLITOKD8443_1ZOOM...Page	11881221_5.book	Page	102	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM102C-Series	Display	Reference
ManualSelecting	the	zoom	factorWhen	the	zoom	function	is	active	(ZOOM	ON	or	ZOOM	SPLIT),	you	can	select	eithera	predefined	zoom	factor	or	you	can	adjust	the	zoom	factor	manually.Pre-defined	zoom	factorSelect	x2,	x3	or	x4	for	a	predefined	zoom	level.	The	greater	the	factor,	the	smallerthe	area	you	are	viewing	and	therefore	the	smaller	the
zoom	box.	These	factors	areproportioned	to	the	range	e.g.x2x3x4ZOOM	FACTORx2ZOOM...D8835_1Zoom	factorOKD8836_1Toggle	to	x2,	x3	orx4	zoom	factorManual	zoom	adjustmentTo	manually	adjust	the	range	shown	in	the	zoom	window:e.g.ZOOM	FACTOR20ftToggle	to	xR	zoomfactorHighlight	soft	keyZOOM	FACTOR10ftOKAdjust	the	zoomfactor
as	requiredD8837_1e.g.ZOOM	FACTORxRAdjusting	the	position	of	the	zoomed	areaWhen	the	zoom	function	is	selected,	the	system	automatically	selects	the	zoomposition	so	that	the	bottom	details	are	always	in	the	lower	half	of	the	display.	Ifrequired	you	can	reposition	the	portion	of	the	image	to	be	zoomed	so	that	analternative	area	is	displayed.With
the	zoom	function	set	to	ON	or	SPLIT:ZOOM	POSITIONAUTO	MANe.g.ZOOM	START29ftHighlight	soft	keyZOOM	START31ftReposition	zoomedimage	as	requiredOKD8444_1e.g.Note:	Selecting	Zoom	automatically	switches	off	Bottom	Lock	and	A-Scope	images.Page	11981221_5.book	Page	103	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using
the	Fishfinder103Simplifying	the	bottom	imageWhen	you	are	looking	for	fish	that	feed	close	to	the	bottom,	you	can	use	the	BottomLock	function	to	filter	out	and	flatten	the	bottom	structure	and	display	the	fish	(or	anyother	objects	directly	above	the	bottom)	more	clearly.Bottom	Lock	is	selected	for	individual	fishfinder	windows	and	can	either	replace
(ON)or	appear	alongside	(SPLIT)	the	standard	fishfinder	image.Note:	If	the	A-Scope	or	Zoom	image	was	displayed,	selecting	Bottom	Lock	automati-cally	switches	OFF	A-Scope	and	Zoom.Bottom	lock	range	(distance	from	bottom)Depth	from	the	surfaceGain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoDepthreadingBLBottomshiftB-LOCK	RANGE50ftBOTTOM
SHIFT14%Bottom	lock	imageStandard	fishfinder	imageD6672-3BOTTOM	LOCKON	SPLIT	OFFAdjusting	bottom	lock	range/positionAdjusting	the	range	of	the	bottom	lock	image	allows	you	to	view	more	bottom	details.You	can	also	reposition	the	image	on	screen	to	anywhere	between	the	bottom	of	thewindow	(0%)	and	the	middle	of	the	window
(50%):BOTTOM	LOCKONB-LOCK	RANGE20ftBOTTOM	LOCKSPLITBOTTOM	SHIFT10%Adjust	asrequiredD8445-1BOTTOM	LOCK...Page	12081221_5.book	Page	104	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM104C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualIsolating	bottom	fishYou	can	separate	the	echoes	from	fish	near	the	bottom	and	from	the	bottom	itself
byusing	the	White	Line	and/or	the	Bottom	Fill	features.Gain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoStandard	fishfinder	imageThe	standard	fishfinder	image	displays	thebottom	as	a	combination	of	features	(mud,sand,	fish	targets	etc)	with	various	sonarsignal	strengths.7575.9ftGain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoWhite	lineWhen	this	feature	is	applied,	a	white	lIneis
drawn	along	the	bottom	(as	defined	bythe	digital	depth	value)	and	the	detailbelow	the	bottom	removed.Fish	near	the	bottom	can	now	be	seenmore	easily.75.9ftBottom	fillGain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoWhen	this	feature	is	applied,	the	detailbelow	the	bottom	is	removed	andreplaced	by	a	single	contrasting	color.7575.9ftThe	bottom	is	now	clearly
defined	and	thefish	near	the	bottom	can	be	seen	moreeasily.100Gain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoWhite	line	and	bottom	fillWhen	both	White	Line	and	Bottom	Fillare	applied,	the	bottom	is	defined	by	a	whiteline	and	the	detail	below	it	replaced	by	asingle	contrasting	color.75.9ftBoth	the	bottom	and	fish	near	the	bottomare	now	clearly	defined.100Note:
White	Line	and	Bottom	Fill	are	selected	for	individual	fishfinder	windows.D6833-375Page	12181221_5.book	Page	105	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder105BOTTOM	FILLONPRESENTATION...OKand/orD6678-3WHITE	LINEONChanging	how	the	image	scrollsAdjusting	the	scroll	mode	and	speedYou	can	adjust	the
speed	at	which	the	display	scrolls,	but	the	same	section	of	thebottom	is	displayed	regardless	of	scrolling	speed.	A	faster	speed	displays	more	detail.This	is	useful	when	you	are	looking	for	fish.	If	you	select	a	slower	speed	the	informationremains	on	the	display	for	longer.The	following	options	are	available:•	Manual	-	This	allows	you	to	set	the	scroll
speed	as	a	percentage	of	the	maximumscroll	rate	for	that	depth.	The	lower	the	percentage,	the	slower	the	image	will	scroll.The	default	is	manual	adjustment	with	a	full	speed	scroll	(100%).•	Automatic	-	The	system	automatically	adjusts	the	scroll	speed,	based	on	boatspeed:•	Less	than,	or	equal	to	0.5	kts,	scroll	speed	is	constant	at	10%.•	Between
0.5–15	kts,	scroll	speed	varies	linearly	with	boat	speed.•	Greater	than	15	kts,	scroll	speed	is	constant	at	100%.To	select	the	scroll	mode	and	speed:Fishfinder	Setup	MenuSetupMENUFishfinder	Setup...GPS	Setup...Enter	FishfinderSetup	menuDepth	Digit	SizeDepth	Digit	PositionTarget	Depth	IDDepth	LinesColor	PaletteScrollManual	Scroll
SpeedLARGEBOTTOMOFFOFFCopperMANUAL100%100%MANUALAUTOEnter	selectionD8448_1Highlight	scroll	mode/manualscroll	speed	as	requiredNote:	If	you	have	configured	a	transducer	with	no	paddle	wheel,	selecting	AUTO	willresult	in	full	speed	scrolling	(100%).Page	12281221_5.book	Page	106	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM106C-
Series	Display	Reference	ManualPausing	the	scrolling	imageYou	can	pause	the	display	to	see	a	‘snapshot’	of	the	image.	When	a	display	is	paused,scrolling	stops	but	the	depth	indication	continues	to	be	updated.Scroll	pause/resumeaffects	the	currently	selected	fishfinder	frequency	(200kHz,	50kHz	or	BOTH).If	you	are	in	dual	frequency	mode	(see	page
114),	you	can	pause	one	frequency	whilethe	other	continues	to	scroll.	This	allows	you	to	inspect	a	paused	image,	placewaypoints	or	VRMs,	while	the	other	frequency	continues	to	scroll	and	detect	fish	etc.When	in	automatic	frequency	mode	and	the	depth	changes,	the	new	frequency	willNOT	be	paused.To	pause	or	resume	scrolling:OKToggle	as
requiredD8449_1SCROLLPAUSE	RESUMEPRESENTATION...Changing	how	the	depth	digit	is	displayedThe	depth	under	the	boat	is	displayed	in	the	upper	or	lower	left	hand	corner	of	thefishfinder	window.	The	size	of	this	depth	digit	can	be	adjusted	or	it	can	be	switched	on/off	for	individual	fishfinder	windows.Changing	the	size/position	of	the	depth
digitYou	can	decrease	the	size	of	the	depth	digit	(to	small	or	medium)	and	you	can	changeits	position	to	the	top	of	the	screen	e.g.Depth	Digit	Size	-	SMALLDepth	Digit	Position	-	TOPD8451_1Depth	Digit	Size	-	LARGEDepth	Digit	Position	-	BOTTOMTo	change	the	depth	digit	size/position:Page	12381221_5.book	Page	107	Thursday,	October	11,	2007
12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder107Fishfinder	Setup	MenuDepth	Digit	SizeDepth	Digit	PositionTarget	Depth	IDDepth	LinesColor	PaletteScrollManual	Scroll	SpeedMENUGPS	Status...Compass	Setup...Enter	FishfinderSetup	menuLARGEBOTTOMOFFOFFCopperMANUAL100%Select	required	digit	sizeand	positionD8450_1SetupFishfinder
Setup...Note:	No	matter	what	size	is	selected,	the	Depth	Digits	will	auto-shrink	(when	neces-sary)	to	fit	in	the	available	space.Removing/redisplaying	the	depth	digitTo	remove	or	redisplay	the	depth	digit:DEPTH	DIGITSONOFFOKD8452_1PRESENTATION...Toggle	to	required	statusNote:	When	multiple	fishfinder	windows	are	displayed,	we
recommend	that	the	depthdigit	is	always	displayed	in	at	least	one	window.5.5	Marking	a	positionYou	can	pause	the	scrolling	image	to	place	a	waypoint	at	a	position	or	target	that	youwant	to	return	to	at	a	later	date.	When	a	waypoint	is	placed,	its	details	are	added	to	theWaypoint	List	and	a	vertical	line	labelled	WPT	(see	illustration	below)	is	displayed
onscreen.	You	can	edit	waypoints	and	navigate	to	them	in	the	Fishfinder	window.Notes:	(1)	For	full	details	of	working	with	waypoints,	please	refer	to	Chapter	3.(2)	For	details	of	how	to	pause	the	scrolling	Fishfinder	image,	see	page	106.Gain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoWPTWPTWPTWPTTRANSDUCERSETTINGS…ZOOM…BOTTOM	LOCK…A-SCOPE…
PRESENTATION…D6856-2WPTPage	12481221_5.book	Page	108	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM108C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual5.6	Determining	depths	and	distances	of	targetsThe	fishfinder	provides	various	features	to	determine	depths	and	distances:Gain:	Auto	High200	kHz:	AutoVRM	markerindicatingdistancebehind	boatDepth
lineVRM	markerindicatingdepth	of	target484963696974	7374707478ONVRM	1OFFRANGE0.787nm78DEPTH44.7ftCursor(depth	indicatedin	data	bar)Depth	Depthtarget	ID	markersD6864-2Depthreading49•	Depth	reading	-	your	current	depth	displayed.	The	size	and	position	of	this	digitcan	be	changed	via	the	Fishfinder	display	Setup	menu	(see	page
110).•	Depth	lines	-	horizontal	dashed	lines	drawn	at	regular	intervals	to	indicate	thedepth	from	the	surface.	These	are	switched	on/off	via	the	Fishfinder	Display	Setupmenu	(see	page	113).•	Depth	Target	ID	-	depths	noted	against	recognized	targets.	The	sensitivity	ofthese	IDs	is	directly	linked	to	the	Fish	Alarm	sensitivity;	the	greater	the	fish
alarmsensitivity,	the	greater	the	number	of	labelled	returns.	These	targets	are	switchedon/off	via	the	Fishfinder	Display	Setup	menu	(see	page	113).•	Cursor	depth	-	the	depth	and	the	distance	from	your	boat	marked	by	the	cursor,is	indicated	in	the	data	bar	at	the	top	of	the	screen.	This	performs	in	a	similar	way	toa	VRM,	but	without	lines.•	VRMs	-	to
indicate	the	distance	behind	your	boat	and	the	depth	below	of	selectedobjects.	For	further	information	see	page	109.Page	12581221_5.book	Page	109	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder109Measuring	using	VRMsYou	can	use	a	Variable	Range	Marker	(VRM)	to	determine	the	depth	and	distancebehind-boat	of	an
object.	These	markers	consist	of	a	horizontal	(depth)	line	and	avertical	(distance-behind-boat)	line;	each	of	which	are	marked	with	the	appropriatemeasurement	and	are	controlled	individually.Note:	VRMs	set	up	in	Fishfinder	are	unrelated	to	those	set	up	in	Radar.1.	Select	the	VRM	option:VRMVRM...OND8453_1PRESENTATION...Toggle	to	ON2.
Pause	the	display	to	make	it	easier	to	position	the	VRM	over	an	object	(see	pagepage	106)3.	Measure	the	depth	and/or	distance:.Measuring	distancee.g.1.56nmRANGE49ftMove	rangemarker	over	targetOKand/orMeasuring	depthe.g.DEPTH10ftTo	saveposition12ftMove	depthmarker	over	targetNote:	To	return	the	marker	to	its	previous	position,	press
CANCELD8455_1Press	to	highlightPage	12681221_5.book	Page	110	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM110C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual5.7	Fishfinder	alarmsIn	addition	to	the	system	alarms	(see	page	187),	the	following	alarms	can	be	set	whenyou	are	connected	to	a	DSM	or	when	the	simulator	is	on:•	Fish	Alarms	-	sound	when	a	target
meets	the	specified	sensitivity	level	and,	iswithin	the	depth	limits	(if	enabled).	The	greater	the	fish	alarm	sensitivity,	thegreater	the	number	of	target	image	depths	displayed.•	Shallow/Deep	Alarms	-	sound	when	the	DSM	detects	that	the	depth	is	less	thanthe	shallow	limit,	or	greater	than	the	deep	limit.You	can	switch	the	alarms	on,	set	the	limits	and
specify	the	fish	alarm	sensitivity	asdescribed	onpage	188.5.8	Setting	up	your	fishfinderThe	set	up	for	your	fishfinder	can	be	changed	from	the	standard	configuration	to	suityour	particular	needs.	The	Fishfinder	Setup	Menu	is	divided	into	three	sections:•	Display	settings.•	Transducer	settings.•	DSM	settings.To	select	the	Fishfinder	Setup
Menus:Fishfinder	Setup	MenuFishfinder	Setup...MENUGPS	Setup...Compass	Setup...Enter	FishfinderSetup	menuDepth	Digit	SizeDepth	Digit	PositionTarget	Depth	IDDepth	LinesColor	PaletteScrollManual	Scroll	SpeedLARGEBOTTOMOFFOFFCopperMANUAL100%Select	TransducerSelect	Speed	TransducerDepth	Offset	(Waterline)Depth
OffsetTemperature	OffsetFrequency	Calibration...P65/P66UNKNOWN0.0ft100%0.00FDSM	Reset...Trip	Counter	Reset...SONAR	interference	Rejection2nd	Echo	Interference	RejectionPing	Rate	Limite	(per	sec.)Ping	EnableSelect	required	functionNote:	For	general	information	on	the	Setup	Menus,	see	page
183.AutoOFF30DisplaysettingsTransducersettingsDSMsettingsD8456_1SetupPage	12781221_5.book	Page	111	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder111Display	settingsThe	display	settings	provide	controls	to	change	the	fishfinder	image.	These	settings	areapplied	locally	and	will	therefore	only	affect	the	individual
display	on	which	you	areworking:MENU	ITEMOPTIONS(Default	in	bold)Depth	Digit	SizeThe	size	of	the	digit	indicating	the	depthSMALLMEDIUMLARGEDepth	Digit	PositionThe	position	of	the	digit	indicating	the	depthBOTTOMTOPTarget	Depth	IDControls	whether	the	depth	of	identified	targets	are	displayed.N.B.	The	level	of	targets	displayed	is
directly	linked	to	the	level	ofFish	Alarm	sensitivity	(see	page	188).ONOFFDepth	LinesControls	whether	horizontal	lines	indicating	depth	are	displayedONOFFColor	PaletteChoose	the	color	palette	to	suit	different	conditions/your	personalpreference.Classic	BlueClassic	BlackClassic	WhiteSunburstGreyscaleInverted	GreyscaleCopperNight
VisionScrollSelect	AUTO	to	vary	the	scroll	speed	in	relation	to	your	boat’s	speedor	MANUAL	to	specify	the	Scroll	Speed.MANUALAUTOManual	Scroll	SpeedIf	Scroll	is	set	to	MANUAL,	specify	the	percentage	of	the	normalspeed	that	screen	should	scroll	at	(see	page	105	for	more	details).10-100%100%Page	12881221_5.book	Page	112	Thursday,
October	11,	2007	12:47	PM112C-Series	Display	Reference	ManualTransducer	CalibrationThe	C-Series	display	receives	the	image	from	a	DSM	which	processes	sonar	signalsfrom	a	transducer	mounted	in	the	water.	If	the	transducer	is	equipped	with	a	speedpaddle	wheel	and	temperature-sensing	thermistor,	the	DSM	calculates	speed	andtemperature.
To	ensure	accurate	readings	it	may	be	necessary	to	calibrate	thetransducer(s)	by	applying	offsets	to	depth,	speed	and	temperature.	As	these	settingsare	held	in	the	DSM	and	relate	to	the	transducer,	they	are	applied	system-wide.The	Fishfinder	Setup	Menu	provides	the	following	set	up	options	for	your	transducer:MENU	ITEMOPTIONS(Default	in
bold)Select	TransducerWhen	selecting	a	transducer,	the	DSM	reports	to	the	C-Serieswhether	it	sees	a	600W	or	1kW	transducer.	The	C-Series	thenallows	you	to	select	an	appropriate	transducer	from	the	600W	or1kW	list.600W	detected:P65/66P79P319/B117/SS555B66V/B66VLB744V/b744VL/SS544VB451kW	detected:B256B260R99Select	Speed
TransducerSelect	the	equipped	speed	transducer.Note:	This	option	is	only	available	if	the	selected	transducer	is	onethat	does	not	include	an	integrated	speed	transducer.NONEUNKNOWNB120/P120	ST	600ST69Depth	Offset	(Waterline)	or	(Keel)When	the	offset	is	'0'	or	positive	(Waterline),	the	offset	representshow	far	below	the	water's	surface	the
transducer	is.When	the	offset	is	negative	(Keel),	the	offset	represents	how	farbelow	the	transducer	the	keel	is.0	feet+/-	9.9	feetSpeed	OffsetSpecify	the	offset	to	calibrate	the	speed	transducer	(if	fitted).100%1-	200%Temperature	OffsetSpecify	the	offset	to	calibrate	the	thermistor	(if	fitted).0°F+/-	9.9°FFrequency	Calibration...Hides	the	setup	menu
and	brings	up	a	set	of	soft	keys	to	tune	thetransducer	frequencies.	For	details,	see	page	114.50	kHz200	kHzPage	12981221_5.book	Page	113	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PMChapter	5:	Using	the	Fishfinder113DSM	SetupCertain	conditions,	such	as	a	hard	bottom	or	other	vessels	equipped	with	a	fishfinder,may	affect	the	DSM.	The	following
DSM	Setup	controls	enable	you	to	change	settingsto	allow	for	this.	As	they	are	held	in	the	DSM,	they	are	applied	system-wide.MENU	ITEMOPTIONSDSM	Reset...Restore	all	settings	on	the	DSM	to	factory	default.	When	performing	a	DSM	Reset,	it	is	normal	to	briefly	loose	connectionwith	the	DSM.YESNOTrip	Counter	Reset...Resets	the	Trip	Counter
of	the	DSM.YESNOSONAR	Interference	RejectionRemoves	spikes	caused	by	other	fishfinder-equipped	vesselsAUTOLOWMEDIUMHIGH2nd	Echo	Interference	RejectionMinutely	adjusts	the	ping	rate	according	to	the	2nd	echo	level.Results	in	better	sensitivity	of	the	image.OFFLOWHIGHPing	Rate	Limit	(per	sec.)Provides	a	speed	limiter;	it	is	useful	to
adjust	the	ping	rate	tosuit	local	conditions.	For	example,	the	ping	rate	may	be	too	fastwhen	there	is	a	hard	bottom	in	shallow	water.26	pings	per	second5	to	30	pings	per	secondPing	enableThe	sonar	ping	is	normally	enabled.	It	can	be	disabled.	This	isuseful	when	other	equipment	is	being	tested,	or	if	someone	isdiving	beneath	the
boat.DisabledEnabled(Default	in	bold)Any	changes	that	you	make	to	the	set	up	are	saved	when	you	power	off	the	digitalsounder	module	(DSM)	except	for	the	following:TypeFunctionReverts	toSoft	keysGainAUTO	(automatic)Auto	Gain	ModeMED	(medium)TVGAUTO	(automatic)RangeAUTO	(automatic)Range	Shift0PowerAUTO	(automatic)Ping	Speed
Limit26Ping	EnableEnabledSetup	MenuPage	13081221_5.book	Page	114	Thursday,	October	11,	2007	12:47	PM114C-Series	Display	Reference	Manual5.9	Other	settings	affecting	the	fishfinder	imageThe	system	automatically	adjusts	the	following	settings	in	order	to	optimize	thefishfinder	image:•	Operating	frequency.•	Gain	modes	(Gain,	Color	Gain,
TVG)•	Power	setting.They	should	not	ordinarily	require	adjustment.	You	can	however	make	adjustmentsmanually	if	required.Operating	frequency	modesThe	operating	frequency	is	indicated	in	the	status	bar.	You	can	choose	to	either	set	thefrequency	to	automatic	(default)	or	manual.Automatic	frequencyWhen	operating	in	automatic	frequency,	your
DSM	automatically	changes	thefrequency	from	200	kHz	to	50	kHz	as	your	depth	increases	and	from	50kHz	to	200	kHzas	your	depth	decreases.	This	mode	is	useful	for	automatically	searching	for	thebottom	and	is	the	normal	mode	of	operation.Manual	frequencyManual	frequency	allows	you	to	manually	set	the	system	to	either	a	single	or
dualfrequency	mode:Single	frequency	modeThis	mode	sets	the	transducer	to	ping	at	a	single	frequency:•	50	kHz	-	scans	a	wide	area	and	penetrates	water	well.	Use	this	setting	when	youare	in	deep	water	and	the	DSM	is	locked	onto	a	shallow	target	e.g.	very	large	shoalof	fish	or	you	are	in	very	shallow	water	(
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